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1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 1a Addition 1b

42 birds flew north for the spring, while 39 birds did not migrate. 

How many total birds were there?

A company makes a revenue of 20100 dollars last year and 9715 dollars this 

year. How much total revenue does the company makes in the two years in 

dollars?

81 71 29815 29715

A car dealership sold 18 vehicles last year and 80 vehicles this year. How 

many total vehicles were sold in these 2 years?

One zoo in the city has 7366 animals and the second zoo has 4942 animals. 

How many total animals do the zoos have?

98 108 12308 12813

In a newly formed country, 67 immigrants were given refuge while 36 

immigrants could not be accommodated. How many total immigrants were 

there?

One project required 6033 hours of labor while another project required 

5780 hours of labor. How many hours of labor is required to complete both 

projects?

103 113 11813 12813

After retiring 15 ships from a fleet, 30 ships were left. How many ships were 

there initially in the fleet?

If 4239 job applications are submitted in one week and 2556 are submitted 

in another week, how many total job application are submitted?

45 55 6795 6785

Thomas is given a collection of 12 stamps by his father which he adds to his 

collection of 27 stamps. How many total stamps does he have now?

If 7824 lbs of wood is used one year and 6390 lbs of wood is used another 

year in a factory, how many lbs of wood is used totally?

39 29 14214 14314
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1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 2a Addition 2b

43 crow flew from garden, while 39 birds did not fly. 

How many total birds were there?

A company makes a revenue of 20101 dollars last year and 9715 dollars this 

year. How much total revenue does the company makes in the two years in 

dollars?

29816 29716

A bike dealership sold 19 bikes last year and 80 bikes this year. How many 

total bikes were sold in these 2 years?

One zoo in the city has 7367 animals and the second zoo has 4942 animals. 

How many total animals do the zoos have?

99 108 12309 12409

82 72

In a newly formed country, 68 immigrants were given refuge while 36 

immigrants could not be accommodated. How many total immigrants were 

there?

One project required 6034 hours of labor while another project required 

5780 hours of labor. How many hours of labor is required to complete both 

projects?

104 113 11814 12814

After retiring 16 ships from a fleet, 30 ships were left. How many ships were 

there initially in the fleet?

If 4240 job applications are submitted in one week and 2556 are submitted 

in another week, how many total job application are submitted?

46 55 6796 6786

Thomas is given a collection of 12 stamps by his father which he adds to his 

collection of 28 stamps. How many total stamps does he have now?

If 7825 lbs of wood is used one year and 6390 lbs of wood is used another 

year in a factory, how many lbs of wood is used totally?

40 29 14215 14315
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1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

42 birds flew north for the spring, while 40 birds did not migrate. 

How many total birds were there?

A company makes a revenue of 20100 dollars last year and 9716 dollars this 

year. How much total revenue does the company makes in the two years in 

dollars?

82 72 29816 29716

Addition 3a Addition 3b

A car dealership sold 18 vehicles last year and 81 vehicles this year. How 

many total vehicles were sold in these 2 years?

One zoo in the city has 7366 animals and the second zoo has 4943 animals. 

How many total animals do the zoos have?

99 108 12309 12409

In a newly formed country, 67 immigrants were given refuge while 37 

immigrants could not be accommodated. How many total immigrants were 

there?

One project required 6033 hours of labor while another project required 

5781 hours of labor. How many hours of labor is required to complete both 

projects?

104 113 11814 12814

After retiring 15 ships from a fleet, 31 ships were left. How many ships were 

there initially in the fleet?

If 4239 job applications are submitted in one week and 2557 are submitted 

in another week, how many total job application are submitted?

46 55 6796 6786

Thomas is given a collection of 11 stamps by his father which he adds to his 

collection of 29 stamps. How many total stamps does he have now?

If 7824 lbs of wood is used one year and 6391 lbs of wood is used another 

year in a factory, how many lbs of wood is used totally?

40 29 14215 14315
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1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 4a Addition 4b

41 birds flew north for the spring, while 40 birds did not migrate. 

How many total birds were there?

A company makes a revenue of 20099 dollars last year and 9716 dollars this 

year. How much total revenue does the company makes in the two years in 

dollars?

81 71 29815 29715

A car dealership sold 17 vehicles last year and 81 vehicles this year. How 

many total vehicles were sold in these 2 years?

One zoo in the city has 7365 animals and the second zoo has 4943 animals. 

How many total animals do the zoos have?

98 108 12308 12813

In a newly formed country, 66 immigrants were given refuge while 37 

immigrants could not be accommodated. How many total immigrants were 

there?

One project required 6032 hours of labor while another project required 

5779 hours of labor. How many hours of labor is required to complete both 

projects?

103 113 11813 12813

After retiring 14 ships from a fleet, 31 ships were left. How many ships were 

there initially in the fleet?

If 4238 job applications are submitted in one week and 2557 are submitted 

in another week, how many total job application are submitted?

45 55 6795 6785

Thomas is given a collection of 12 stamps by his father which he adds to his 

collection of 27 stamps. How many total stamps does he have now?

If 7823 lbs of wood is used one year and 6389 lbs of wood is used another 

year in a factory, how many lbs of wood is used totally?

39 29 14212 14314
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1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 5a Addition 5b

42 birds flew north for the spring, while 39 birds did not migrate. 

How many total birds were there?

A company makes a revenue of 20100 dollars last year and 9715 dollars this 

year. How much total revenue does the company makes in the two years in 

dollars?

81 71 29815 29715

A car dealership sold 18 vehicles last year and 80 vehicles this year. How 

many total vehicles were sold in these 2 years?

One zoo in the city has 7366 animals and the second zoo has 4942 animals. 

How many total animals do the zoos have?

98 108 12308 12813

In a newly formed country, 67 immigrants were given refuge while 36 

immigrants could not be accommodated. How many total immigrants were 

there?

One project required 6033 hours of labor while another project required 

5780 hours of labor. How many hours of labor is required to complete both 

projects?

103 113 11813 12813

After retiring 15 ships from a fleet, 30 ships were left. How many ships were 

there initially in the fleet?

If 4239 job applications are submitted in one week and 2556 are submitted 

in another week, how many total job application are submitted?

45 55 6795 6785

Thomas is given a collection of 12 stamps by his father which he adds to his 

collection of 27 stamps. How many total stamps does he have now?

If 7824 lbs of wood is used one year and 6390 lbs of wood is used another 

year in a factory, how many lbs of wood is used totally?

39 29 14214 14314
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47 55 6797 6785

Thomas is given a collection of 14 stamps by his father which he adds to his 

collection of 27 stamps. How many total stamps does he have now?

If 7826 lbs of wood is used one year and 6390 lbs of wood is used another 

year in a factory, how many lbs of wood is used totally?

105 113 11815 12813

After retiring 17 ships from a fleet, 30 ships were left. How many ships were 

there initially in the fleet?

If 4241 job applications are submitted in one week and 2556 are submitted 

in another week, how many total job application are submitted?

100 108 12310 12813

In a newly formed country, 69 immigrants were given refuge while 36 

immigrants could not be accommodated. How many total immigrants were 

there?

One project required 6035 hours of labor while another project required 

5780 hours of labor. How many hours of labor is required to complete both 

projects?

83 71 29817 29715

A car dealership sold 20 vehicles last year and 80 vehicles this year. How 

many total vehicles were sold in these 2 years?

One zoo in the city has 7368 animals and the second zoo has 4942 animals. 

How many total animals do the zoos have?

Addition 6a Addition 6b

44 birds flew north for the spring, while 39 birds did not migrate. 

How many total birds were there?

A company makes a revenue of 20102 dollars last year and 9715 dollars this 

year. How much total revenue does the company makes in the two years in 

dollars?
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48 55 6797 6785

Thomas is given a collection of 15 stamps by his father which he adds to his 

collection of 27 stamps. How many total stamps does he have now?

If 7826 lbs of wood is used one year and 6390 lbs of wood is used another 

year in a factory, how many lbs of wood is used totally?

106 113 11815 12813

After retiring 18 ships from a fleet, 30 ships were left. How many ships were 

there initially in the fleet?

If 4241 job applications are submitted in one week and 2556 are submitted 

in another week, how many total job application are submitted?

101 108 12310 12813

In a newly formed country, 70 immigrants were given refuge while 36 

immigrants could not be accommodated. How many total immigrants were 

there?

One project required 6035 hours of labor while another project required 

5780 hours of labor. How many hours of labor is required to complete both 

projects?

84 71 29817 29715

A car dealership sold 21 vehicles last year and 80 vehicles this year. How 

many total vehicles were sold in these 2 years?

One zoo in the city has 7368 animals and the second zoo has 4942 animals. 

How many total animals do the zoos have?

Addition 7a Addition 7b

45 birds flew north for the spring, while 39 birds did not migrate. 

How many total birds were there?

A company makes a revenue of 20102 dollars last year and 9715 dollars this 

year. How much total revenue does the company makes in the two years in 

dollars?
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1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 8a Addition 8b

46 birds flew north for the spring, while 39 birds did not migrate. 

How many total birds were there?

A company makes a revenue of 20103 dollars last year and 9715 dollars this 

year. How much total revenue does the company makes in the two years in 

dollars?

85 71 29818 29715

A car dealership sold 22 vehicles last year and 80 vehicles this year. How 

many total vehicles were sold in these 2 years?

One zoo in the city has 7369 animals and the second zoo has 4942 animals. 

How many total animals do the zoos have?

102 108 12311 12813

In a newly formed country, 71 immigrants were given refuge while 36 

immigrants could not be accommodated. How many total immigrants were 

there?

One project required 6036 hours of labor while another project required 

5780 hours of labor. How many hours of labor is required to complete both 

projects?

107 113 11816 12813

After retiring 19 ships from a fleet, 30 ships were left. How many ships were 

there initially in the fleet?

If 4242 job applications are submitted in one week and 2556 are submitted 

in another week, how many total job application are submitted?

49 55 6798 6785

Thomas is given a collection of 16 stamps by his father which he adds to his 

collection of 27 stamps. How many total stamps does he have now?

If 7827 lbs of wood is used one year and 6390 lbs of wood is used another 

year in a factory, how many lbs of wood is used totally?

43 29 14217 14314
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1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 9a Addition 9b

47 birds flew north for the spring, while 39 birds did not migrate. 

How many total birds were there?

A company makes a revenue of 20104 dollars last year and 9715 dollars this 

year. How much total revenue does the company makes in the two years in 

dollars?

86 71 29819 29715

A car dealership sold 23 vehicles last year and 80 vehicles this year. How 

many total vehicles were sold in these 2 years?

One zoo in the city has 7370 animals and the second zoo has 4942 animals. 

How many total animals do the zoos have?

103 108 12312 12813

In a newly formed country, 72 immigrants were given refuge while 36 

immigrants could not be accommodated. How many total immigrants were 

there?

One project required 6037 hours of labor while another project required 

5780 hours of labor. How many hours of labor is required to complete both 

projects?

108 113 11817 12813

After retiring 20 ships from a fleet, 30 ships were left. How many ships were 

there initially in the fleet?

If 4243 job applications are submitted in one week and 2556 are submitted 

in another week, how many total job application are submitted?

50 55 6799 6785

Thomas is given a collection of 17 stamps by his father which he adds to his 

collection of 27 stamps. How many total stamps does he have now?

If 7828 lbs of wood is used one year and 6390 lbs of wood is used another 

year in a factory, how many lbs of wood is used totally?

44 29 14218 14314
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1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 10a Addition 10b

48 birds flew north for the spring, while 39 birds did not migrate. 

How many total birds were there?

A company makes a revenue of 20105 dollars last year and 9715 dollars this 

year. How much total revenue does the company makes in the two years in 

dollars?

87 71 29820 29715

A car dealership sold 24 vehicles last year and 80 vehicles this year. How 

many total vehicles were sold in these 2 years?

One zoo in the city has 7371 animals and the second zoo has 4942 animals. 

How many total animals do the zoos have?

104 108 12313 12813

In a newly formed country, 73 immigrants were given refuge while 36 

immigrants could not be accommodated. How many total immigrants were 

there?

One project required 6038 hours of labor while another project required 

5780 hours of labor. How many hours of labor is required to complete both 

projects?

109 113 11818 12813

After retiring 21 ships from a fleet, 30 ships were left. How many ships were 

there initially in the fleet?

If 4244 job applications are submitted in one week and 2556 are submitted 

in another week, how many total job application are submitted?

51 55 6800 6785

Thomas is given a collection of 18 stamps by his father which he adds to his 

collection of 27 stamps. How many total stamps does he have now?

If 7829 lbs of wood is used one year and 6390 lbs of wood is used another 

year in a factory, how many lbs of wood is used totally?

45 29 14219 14314
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1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 11a Addition 11b

If you have 5 apples and your mother give you 2 apples, how many apples 

you have?

A company sold 13000 mobiles in last year and 24000 mobiles in this year, 

how many mobile does company sold in two years?

7 8 37000 29715

In a mathematics class 25 students are failed and 21 students are passed. 

How many total students are present in mathematics class?

One project required 13200 labors while another project requried 12030 

labors, how many labors are required to complete both projects?

46 108 25230 25000

On Monday 2 students are injured in a match and on Tuesday 5 students are 

injured in match.How many students are injured in two days.

One company earn $4500 in one week and $4900 in 2nd week, how many 

does company earn in 2 weeks?

7 113 9400 9300

There are 15000 bricks are needed to make one room and there are 17000 

bricks are needed to make another room,how many total bricks are needed 

to make both room.

Tv company sold 13650 TV in last year and  12356 in this year, how many 

does company sold in two years?

32000 33000 26006 26106

In January John has submitted 5 application for leave and in February he 

submitted 3 applcation for leave, how many total leave application are 

submitted ?

If 4889 lbs of plastic is used one year and 9390 lbs of plastic is used another 

year in a factory, how many lbs of plastic is used totally?

8 9 14279 14314
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1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 12a Addition 12b

If you have 6 apples and your mother give you 2 apples, how many apples 

you have?

A company sold 13001 mobiles in last year and 24000 mobiles in this year, 

how many mobile does company sold in two years?

8 8 37001 29715

In a mathematics class 26 students are failed and 21 students are passed. 

How many total students are present in mathematics class?

One project required 13201 labors while another project requried 12030 

labors, how many labors are required to complete both projects?

47 108 25231 25001

On Monday 3 students are injured in a football match and on Tuesday 5 

students are injured in match.How many students are injured in two days.

One company earn $4501 in one week and $4900 in 2nd week, how many 

does company earn in 2 weeks?

8 113 9401 9301

There are 15230 bricks are needed to make one room and there are 17000 

bricks are needed to make another room,how many total bricks are needed 

to make both room.

Tv company sold 13651 TV in last year and  12356 in this year, how many 

does company sold in two years?

32230 33000 26007 26106

In January John has submitted 6 application for leave and in February he 

submitted 3 applcation for leave, how many total leave application are 

submitted ?

If 4890 lbs of plastic is used one year and 9390 lbs of plastic is used another 

year in a factory, how many lbs of plastic is used totally?

9 9 14280 14314
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1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 13a Addition 13b

If you have 7 apples and your mother give you 2 apples, how many apples 

you have?

A company sold 13002 mobiles in last year and 24000 mobiles in this year, 

how many mobile does company sold in two years?

9 8 37002 29715

In a mathematics class 27 students are failed and 21 students are passed. 

How many total students are present in mathematics class?

One project required 13202 labors while another project requried 12030 

labors, how many labors are required to complete both projects?

48 108 25232 25001

On Monday 4 students are injured in a football match and on Tuesday 5 

students are injured in match.How many students are injured in two days.

One company earn $4502 in one week and $4900 in 2nd week, how many 

does company earn in 2 weeks?

9 113 9402 9301

There are 15231 bricks are needed to make one room and there are 17000 

bricks are needed to make another room,how many total bricks are needed 

to make both room.

Tv company sold 13652 TV in last year and  12356 in this year, how many 

does company sold in two years?

32231 33000 26008 26106

In January John has submitted 7 application for leave and in February he 

submitted 3 applcation for leave, how many total leave application are 

submitted ?

If 4891 lbs of plastic is used one year and 9390 lbs of plastic is used another 

year in a factory, how many lbs of plastic is used totally?

10 9 14281 14314
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1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 14a Addition 14b

If you have 8 apples and your mother give you 2 apples, how many apples 

you have?

A company sold 13003 mobiles in last year and 24000 mobiles in this year, 

how many mobile does company sold in two years?

10 8 37003 29715

In a mathematics class 28 students are failed and 21 students are passed. 

How many total students are present in mathematics class?

One project required 13203 labors while another project requried 12030 

labors, how many labors are required to complete both projects?

49 108 25233 25001

On Monday 5 students are injured in a football match and on Tuesday 5 

students are injured in match.How many students are injured in two days.

One company earn $4503 in one week and $4900 in 2nd week, how many 

does company earn in 2 weeks?

10 113 9403 9301

There are 15232 bricks are needed to make one room and there are 17000 

bricks are needed to make another room,how many total bricks are needed 

to make both room.

Tv company sold 13653 TV in last year and  12356 in this year, how many 

does company sold in two years?

32232 33000 26009 26106

In January John has submitted 8 application for leave and in February he 

submitted 3 applcation for leave, how many total leave application are 

submitted ?

If 4891 lbs of plastic is used one year and 9391 lbs of plastic is used another 

year in a factory, how many lbs of plastic is used totally?

11 9 14282 14314
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1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 15a Addition 15b

If you have 9 apples and your mother give you 2 apples, how many apples 

you have?

A company sold 13004 mobiles in last year and 24000 mobiles in this year, 

how many mobile does company sold in two years?

11 8 37004 29715

In a mathematics class 29 students are failed and 21 students are passed. 

How many total students are present in mathematics class?

One project required 13204 labors while another project requried 12030 

labors, how many labors are required to complete both projects?

50 108 25234 25001

On Monday 6 students are injured in a football match and on Tuesday 5 

students are injured in match.How many students are injured in two days.

One company earn $4504 in one week and $4900 in 2nd week, how many 

does company earn in 2 weeks?

11 113 9404 9301

There are 15233 bricks are needed to make one room and there are 17000 

bricks are needed to make another room,how many total bricks are needed 

to make both room.

Tv company sold 13654 TV in last year and  12356 in this year, how many 

does company sold in two years?

32233 33000 26010 26106

In January John has submitted 9 application for leave and in February he 

submitted 3 applcation for leave, how many total leave application are 

submitted ?

If 4892 lbs of plastic is used one year and 9391 lbs of plastic is used another 

year in a factory, how many lbs of plastic is used totally?

12 9 14283 14314
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1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 16a Addition 16b

If you have 10 apples and your mother give you 2 apples, how many apples 

you have?

A company sold 13005 mobiles in last year and 24000 mobiles in this year, 

how many mobile does company sold in two years?

12 8 37005 29715

In a mathematics class 30 students are failed and 21 students are passed. 

How many total students are present in mathematics class?

One project required 13205 labors while another project requried 12030 

labors, how many labors are required to complete both projects?

51 108 25235 25001

On Monday 7 students are injured in a football match and on Tuesday 5 

students are injured in match.How many students are injured in two days.

One company earn $4505 in one week and $4900 in 2nd week, how many 

does company earn in 2 weeks?

12 113 9405 9301

There are 15234 bricks are needed to make one room and there are 17000 

bricks are needed to make another room,how many total bricks are needed 

to make both room.

Tv company sold 13655 TV in last year and  12356 in this year, how many 

does company sold in two years?

32234 33000 26011 26106

In January John has submitted 10 application for leave and in February he 

submitted 3 applcation for leave, how many total leave application are 

submitted ?

If 4893 lbs of plastic is used one year and 9391 lbs of plastic is used another 

year in a factory, how many lbs of plastic is used totally?

13 9 14284 14314



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 17a Addition 17b

If you have 11 apples and your mother give you 2 apples, how many apples 

you have?

A company sold 13006 mobiles in last year and 24000 mobiles in this year, 

how many mobile does company sold in two years?

13 8 37006 29715

In a mathematics class 31 students are failed and 21 students are passed. 

How many total students are present in mathematics class?

One project required 13206 labors while another project requried 12030 

labors, how many labors are required to complete both projects?

52 108 25236 25001

On Monday 8 students are injured in a football match and on Tuesday 5 

students are injured in match.How many students are injured in two days.

One company earn $4506 in one week and $4900 in 2nd week, how many 

does company earn in 2 weeks?

13 113 9406 9301

There are 15235 bricks are needed to make one room and there are 17000 

bricks are needed to make another room,how many total bricks are needed 

to make both room.

Tv company sold 13656 TV in last year and  12356 in this year, how many 

does company sold in two years?

32235 33000 26012 26106

In January John has submitted 11 application for leave and in February he 

submitted 3 applcation for leave, how many total leave application are 

submitted ?

If 4894 lbs of plastic is used one year and 9391 lbs of plastic is used another 

year in a factory, how many lbs of plastic is used totally?

14 9 14285 14314



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 18a Addition 18b

If you have 12 apples and your mother give you 2 apples, how many apples 

you have?

A company sold 13007 mobiles in last year and 24000 mobiles in this year, 

how many mobile does company sold in two years?

14 8 37007 29715

In a mathematics class 32 students are failed and 21 students are passed. 

How many total students are present in mathematics class?

One project required 13207 labors while another project requried 12030 

labors, how many labors are required to complete both projects?

53 108 25237 25001

On Monday 9 students are injured in a football match and on Tuesday 5 

students are injured in match.How many students are injured in two days.

One company earn $4507 in one week and $4900 in 2nd week, how many 

does company earn in 2 weeks?

14 113 9407 9301

There are 15236 bricks are needed to make one room and there are 17000 

bricks are needed to make another room,how many total bricks are needed 

to make both room.

Tv company sold 13657 TV in last year and  12356 in this year, how many 

does company sold in two years?

32236 33000 26013 26106

In January John has submitted 12 application for leave and in February he 

submitted 3 applcation for leave, how many total leave application are 

submitted ?

If 4895 lbs of plastic is used one year and 9391 lbs of plastic is used another 

year in a factory, how many lbs of plastic is used totally?

15 9 14286 14314



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 19a Addition 19b

If you have 13 apples and your mother give you 2 apples, how many apples 

you have?

A company sold 13008 mobiles in last year and 24000 mobiles in this year, 

how many mobile does company sold in two years?

15 8 37008 29715

In a mathematics class 33 students are failed and 21 students are passed. 

How many total students are present in mathematics class?

One project required 13208 labors while another project requried 12030 

labors, how many labors are required to complete both projects?

54 108 25238 25001

On Monday 10 students are injured in a football match and on Tuesday 5 

students are injured in match.How many students are injured in two days.

One company earn $4508 in one week and $4900 in 2nd week, how many 

does company earn in 2 weeks?

15 113 9408 9301

There are 15237 bricks are needed to make one room and there are 17000 

bricks are needed to make another room,how many total bricks are needed 

to make both room.

Tv company sold 13658 TV in last year and  12356 in this year, how many 

does company sold in two years?

32237 33000 26014 26106

In January John has submitted 13 application for leave and in February he 

submitted 3 applcation for leave, how many total leave application are 

submitted ?

If 4896 lbs of plastic is used one year and 9391 lbs of plastic is used another 

year in a factory, how many lbs of plastic is used totally?

16 9 14287 14314



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 20a Addition 20b

If you have 14 apples and your mother give you 2 apples, how many apples 

you have?

A company sold 13009 mobiles in last year and 24000 mobiles in this year, 

how many mobile does company sold in two years?

16 8 37009 29715

In a mathematics class 34 students are failed and 21 students are passed. 

How many total students are present in mathematics class?

One project required 13209 labors while another project requried 12030 

labors, how many labors are required to complete both projects?

55 108 25239 25001

On Monday 11 students are injured in a football match and on Tuesday 5 

students are injured in match.How many students are injured in two days.

One company earn $4509 in one week and $4900 in 2nd week, how many 

does company earn in 2 weeks?

16 113 9409 9301

There are 15238 bricks are needed to make one room and there are 17000 

bricks are needed to make another room,how many total bricks are needed 

to make both room.

Tv company sold 13659 TV in last year and  12356 in this year, how many 

does company sold in two years?

32238 33000 26015 26106

In January John has submitted 14 application for leave and in February he 

submitted 3 applcation for leave, how many total leave application are 

submitted ?

If 4897 lbs of plastic is used one year and 9391 lbs of plastic is used another 

year in a factory, how many lbs of plastic is used totally?

17 9 14288 14314



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 22a Addition 22b

In flood 5424 peoples killed in one day and 2376 killed in second day, how 

many peoples killed in 2 days?

Mother of stacey give her $7 on Monday, $5 on Tuesday and $8 on 

Wednesday, how much she received in 3 days?

7800 7699 20 18

Milk company sold 3214 litre of milk in one day and 4571 litre milk in 2nd 

day, how much milk company sold in 2 days? 

A company gets laon of $1298 in one day and gets $3245 in 2nd day, how 

much does company received in two days?

7785 7724 4543 4342

In a country 6755 children born in last year and 5342 children born in this 

year, how many children born in 2 years?

John sold his one car on $1235 and 2nd car on $1289, how much did he 

receive for both cars.

12097 12196 2524 2623

Publisher published 2346 books in 1 day and 1256 books in 2nd day, how 

many books did he publish in two days.

John has weight of 58 kg and Stacey has weight of 69 kg , how much total of 

there weight.

3602 3501 127 136

In mathematics competition  6433 students are failed and 4321 are passed, 

how many students are participated in mathematics examination?

Chocolate company sold 7550 choclates in one day and 2345 in 2nd day, how 

much company did sold in two days?

10754 10853 9895 9794



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 23a Addition 23b

In flood 5425 peoples killed in one day and 2376 killed in second day, how 

many peoples killed in 2 days?

Mother of stacey give her $8 on Monday, $5 on Tuesday and $8 on 

Wednesday, how much she received in 3 days?

7801 7699 21 18

Milk company sold 3215 litre of milk in one day and 4571 litre milk in 2nd 

day, how much milk company sold in 2 days? 

A company gets laon of $1299 in one day and gets $3245 in 2nd day, how 

much does company received in two days?

7786 7724 4544 4342

In a country 6756 children born in last year and 5342 children born in this 

year, how many children born in 2 years?

John sold his one car on $1236 and 2nd car on $1289, how much did he 

receive for both cars.

12098 12196 2525 2623

Publisher published 2347 books in 1 day and 1256 books in 2nd day, how 

many books did he publish in two days.

John has weight of 59 kg and Stacey has weight of 69 kg , how much total of 

there weight.

3603 3501 128 136

In mathematics competition  6434 students are failed and 4321 are passed, 

how many students are participated in mathematics examination?

Chocolate company sold 7551 choclates in one day and 2345 in 2nd day, how 

much company did sold in two days?

10755 10853 9896 9794



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 24a Addition 24b

In flood 5426 peoples killed in one day and 2376 killed in second day, how 

many peoples killed in 2 days?

Mother of stacey give her $9 on Monday, $5 on Tuesday and $8 on 

Wednesday, how much she received in 3 days?

7802 7699 22 18

Milk company sold 3216 litre of milk in one day and 4571 litre milk in 2nd 

day, how much milk company sold in 2 days? 

A company gets laon of $1300 in one day and gets $3245 in 2nd day, how 

much does company received in two days?

7787 7724 4545 4342

In a country 6757 children born in last year and 5342 children born in this 

year, how many children born in 2 years?

John sold his one car on $1237 and 2nd car on $1289, how much did he 

receive for both cars.

12099 12196 2526 2623

Publisher published 2348 books in 1 day and 1256 books in 2nd day, how 

many books did he publish in two days.

John has weight of 60 kg and Stacey has weight of 69 kg , how much total of 

there weight.

3604 3501 129 136

In mathematics competition  6435 students are failed and 4321 are passed, 

how many students are participated in mathematics examination?

Chocolate company sold 7552 choclates in one day and 2345 in 2nd day, how 

much company did sold in two days?

10756 10853 9897 9794



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 25a Addition 25b

In flood 5427 peoples killed in one day and 2376 killed in second day, how 

many peoples killed in 2 days?

Mother of stacey give her $10 on Monday, $5 on Tuesday and $8 on 

Wednesday, how much she received in 3 days?

7803 7699 23 18

Milk company sold 3217 litre of milk in one day and 4571 litre milk in 2nd 

day, how much milk company sold in 2 days? 

A company gets laon of $1301 in one day and gets $3245 in 2nd day, how 

much does company received in two days?

7788 7724 4546 4342

In a country 6758 children born in last year and 5342 children born in this 

year, how many children born in 2 years?

John sold his one car on $1238 and 2nd car on $1289, how much did he 

receive for both cars.

12100 12196 2527 2623

Publisher published 2349 books in 1 day and 1256 books in 2nd day, how 

many books did he publish in two days.

John has weight of 61 kg and Stacey has weight of 69 kg , how much total of 

there weight.

3605 3501 130 136

In mathematics competition  6436 students are failed and 4321 are passed, 

how many students are participated in mathematics examination?

Chocolate company sold 7553 choclates in one day and 2345 in 2nd day, how 

much company did sold in two days?

10757 10853 9898 9794



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 26a Addition 26b

In flood 5428 peoples killed in one day and 2376 killed in second day, how 

many peoples killed in 2 days?

Mother of stacey give her $11 on Monday, $5 on Tuesday and $8 on 

Wednesday, how much she received in 3 days?

7804 7699 24 18

Milk company sold 3218 litre of milk in one day and 4571 litre milk in 2nd 

day, how much milk company sold in 2 days? 

A company gets laon of $1302 in one day and gets $3245 in 2nd day, how 

much does company received in two days?

7789 7724 4547 4342

In a country 6759 children born in last year and 5342 children born in this 

year, how many children born in 2 years?

John sold his one car on $1239 and 2nd car on $1289, how much did he 

receive for both cars.

12101 12196 2528 2623

Publisher published 2350 books in 1 day and 1256 books in 2nd day, how 

many books did he publish in two days.

John has weight of 62 kg and Stacey has weight of 69 kg , how much total of 

there weight.

3606 3501 131 136

In mathematics competition  6437 students are failed and 4321 are passed, 

how many students are participated in mathematics examination?

Chocolate company sold 7554 choclates in one day and 2345 in 2nd day, how 

much company did sold in two days?

10758 10853 9899 9794



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 27a Addition 27b

In flood 5429 peoples killed in one day and 2376 killed in second day, how 

many peoples killed in 2 days?

Mother of stacey give her $12 on Monday, $5 on Tuesday and $8 on 

Wednesday, how much she received in 3 days?

7805 7699 25 18

Milk company sold 3219 litre of milk in one day and 4571 litre milk in 2nd 

day, how much milk company sold in 2 days? 

A company gets laon of $1303 in one day and gets $3245 in 2nd day, how 

much does company received in two days?

7790 7724 4548 4342

In a country 6760 children born in last year and 5342 children born in this 

year, how many children born in 2 years?

John sold his one car on $1240 and 2nd car on $1289, how much did he 

receive for both cars.

12102 12196 2529 2623

Publisher published 2351 books in 1 day and 1256 books in 2nd day, how 

many books did he publish in two days.

John has weight of 63 kg and Stacey has weight of 69 kg , how much total of 

there weight.

3607 3501 132 136

In mathematics competition  6438 students are failed and 4321 are passed, 

how many students are participated in mathematics examination?

Chocolate company sold 7555 choclates in one day and 2345 in 2nd day, how 

much company did sold in two days?

10759 10853 9900 9794



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 28a Addition 28b

In flood 5430 peoples killed in one day and 2376 killed in second day, how 

many peoples killed in 2 days?

Mother of stacey give her $13 on Monday, $5 on Tuesday and $8 on 

Wednesday, how much she received in 3 days?

7806 7699 26 18

Milk company sold 3220 litre of milk in one day and 4571 litre milk in 2nd 

day, how much milk company sold in 2 days? 

A company gets laon of $1304 in one day and gets $3245 in 2nd day, how 

much does company received in two days?

7791 7724 4549 4342

In a country 6761 children born in last year and 5342 children born in this 

year, how many children born in 2 years?

John sold his one car on $1241 and 2nd car on $1289, how much did he 

receive for both cars.

12103 12196 2530 2623

Publisher published 2352 books in 1 day and 1256 books in 2nd day, how 

many books did he publish in two days.

John has weight of 64 kg and Stacey has weight of 69 kg , how much total of 

there weight.

3608 3501 133 136

In mathematics competition  6439 students are failed and 4321 are passed, 

how many students are participated in mathematics examination?

Chocolate company sold 7556 choclates in one day and 2345 in 2nd day, how 

much company did sold in two days?

10760 10853 9901 9794



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 29a Addition 29b

In flood 5431 peoples killed in one day and 2376 killed in second day, how 

many peoples killed in 2 days?

Mother of stacey give her $14 on Monday, $5 on Tuesday and $8 on 

Wednesday, how much she received in 3 days?

7807 7699 27 18

Milk company sold 3221 litre of milk in one day and 4571 litre milk in 2nd 

day, how much milk company sold in 2 days? 

A company gets laon of $1305 in one day and gets $3245 in 2nd day, how 

much does company received in two days?

7792 7724 4550 4342

In a country 6762 children born in last year and 5342 children born in this 

year, how many children born in 2 years?

John sold his one car on $1242 and 2nd car on $1289, how much did he 

receive for both cars.

12104 12196 2531 2623

Publisher published 2353 books in 1 day and 1256 books in 2nd day, how 

many books did he publish in two days.

John has weight of 65 kg and Stacey has weight of 69 kg , how much total of 

there weight.

3609 3501 134 136

In mathematics competition  6440 students are failed and 4321 are passed, 

how many students are participated in mathematics examination?

Chocolate company sold 7557 choclates in one day and 2345 in 2nd day, how 

much company did sold in two days?

10761 10853 9902 9794



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 30a Addition 30b

In flood 5432 peoples killed in one day and 2376 killed in second day, how 

many peoples killed in 2 days?

Mother of stacey give her $15 on Monday, $5 on Tuesday and $8 on 

Wednesday, how much she received in 3 days?

7808 7699 28 18

Milk company sold 3222 litre of milk in one day and 4571 litre milk in 2nd 

day, how much milk company sold in 2 days? 

A company gets laon of $1306 in one day and gets $3245 in 2nd day, how 

much does company received in two days?

7793 7724 4551 4342

In a country 6763 children born in last year and 5342 children born in this 

year, how many children born in 2 years?

John sold his one car on $1243 and 2nd car on $1289, how much did he 

receive for both cars.

12105 12196 2532 2623

Publisher published 2354 books in 1 day and 1256 books in 2nd day, how 

many books did he publish in two days.

John has weight of 66 kg and Stacey has weight of 69 kg , how much total of 

there weight.

3610 3501 135 136

In mathematics competition  6441 students are failed and 4321 are passed, 

how many students are participated in mathematics examination?

Chocolate company sold 7558 choclates in one day and 2345 in 2nd day, how 

much company did sold in two days?

10762 10853 9903 9794



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 31a Addition 31b

1294 prisoners are present in one jail and 1290 are present in another jail. 

How many prisoners  are present in both jails.

One business man earns $342 in one day, $786 and $321 in 2nd and 3rd day, 

how much he earns in 3 days?

2584 2484 1449 1349

In one house there are 12 doors and in 2nd house there are 10 doors.How 

many doors are present in both houses?

4 dogs eat 76,65,63,60 kg of meat in 2 weeks, how much total of meat do 

dogs eat?

22 32 264 254

In road accident 1463 peoples are died in last year and 2359 peoples are died 

in this year, how many peoples are died in two years?

6 persons eat 3 kg of rice in one day and 7 kg of rice eat in 2nd day, how 

much they eat in 2 days.

3822 3722 10 11

water company sale 23456 litre of water in one day, and 4334 in 2nd day, 

how much does company sale in two days?

One chips company sold 43890 packets of chips in one month and 32768 

chips in 2nd month.How many does company sold in 2 months.

27790 28790 76658 75658

One english movie did business of $9876 in one day and $3216 in another 

day, how much movie did business in two days?

78965 women  and 76543 men cast  votes in election, how many peoples 

cast vote in election.

13092 13192 155508 165508



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B
13093 13192 155509 165508

27791 28790 76659 75658

One english movie did business of $9877 in one day and $3216 in another 

day, how much movie did business in two days?

78966 women  and 76543 men cast  votes in election, how many peoples 

cast vote in election.

3823 3722 11 11

water company sale 23457 litre of water in one day, and 4334 in 2nd day, 

how much does company sale in two days?

One chips company sold 43891 packets of chips in one month and 32768 

chips in 2nd month.How many does company sold in 2 months.

23 32 265 254

In road accident 1464 peoples are died in last year and 2359 peoples are died 

in this year, how many peoples are died in two years?

6 persons eat 4 kg of rice in one day and 7 kg of rice eat in 2nd day, how 

much they eat in 2 days.

2585 2484 1450 1349

In one house there are 13 doors and in 2nd house there are 10 doors.How 

many doors are present in both houses?

4 dogs eat 77,65,63,60 kg of meat in 2 weeks, how much total of meat do 

dogs eat?

Addition 32a Addition 32b

1295 prisoners are present in one jail and 1290 are present in another jail. 

How many prisoners  are present in both jails.

One business man earns $343 in one day, $786 and $321 in 2nd and 3rd day, 

how much he earns in 3 days?



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B
13094 13192 155510 165508

27792 28790 76660 75658

One english movie did business of $9878 in one day and $3216 in another 

day, how much movie did business in two days?

78967 women  and 76543 men cast  votes in election, how many peoples 

cast vote in election.

3824 3722 12 11

water company sale 23458 litre of water in one day, and 4334 in 2nd day, 

how much does company sale in two days?

One chips company sold 43892 packets of chips in one month and 32768 

chips in 2nd month.How many does company sold in 2 months.

24 32 266 254

In road accident 1465 peoples are died in last year and 2359 peoples are died 

in this year, how many peoples are died in two years?

6 persons eat 5 kg of rice in one day and 7 kg of rice eat in 2nd day, how 

much they eat in 2 days.

2586 2484 1451 1349

In one house there are 14 doors and in 2nd house there are 10 doors.How 

many doors are present in both houses?

4 dogs eat 78,65,63,60 kg of meat in 2 weeks, how much total of meat do 

dogs eat?

Addition 33a Addition 33b

1296 prisoners are present in one jail and 1290 are present in another jail. 

How many prisoners  are present in both jails.

One business man earns $344 in one day, $786 and $321 in 2nd and 3rd day, 

how much he earns in 3 days?



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B
13095 13192 155511 165508

27793 28790 76661 75658

One english movie did business of $9879 in one day and $3216 in another 

day, how much movie did business in two days?

78968 women  and 76543 men cast  votes in election, how many peoples 

cast vote in election.

3825 3722 13 11

water company sale 23459 litre of water in one day, and 4334 in 2nd day, 

how much does company sale in two days?

One chips company sold 43893 packets of chips in one month and 32768 

chips in 2nd month.How many does company sold in 2 months.

25 32 267 254

In road accident 1466 peoples are died in last year and 2359 peoples are died 

in this year, how many peoples are died in two years?

6 persons eat 6 kg of rice in one day and 7 kg of rice eat in 2nd day, how 

much they eat in 2 days.

2587 2484 1452 1349

In one house there are 15 doors and in 2nd house there are 10 doors.How 

many doors are present in both houses?

4 dogs eat 79,65,63,60 kg of meat in 2 weeks, how much total of meat do 

dogs eat?

Addition 34a Addition 34b

1297 prisoners are present in one jail and 1290 are present in another jail. 

How many prisoners  are present in both jails.

One business man earns $345 in one day, $786 and $321 in 2nd and 3rd day, 

how much he earns in 3 days?



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B
13096 13192 155512 165508

27794 28790 76662 75658

One english movie did business of $9880 in one day and $3216 in another 

day, how much movie did business in two days?

78969 women  and 76543 men cast  votes in election, how many peoples 

cast vote in election.

3826 3722 14 11

water company sale 23460 litre of water in one day, and 4334 in 2nd day, 

how much does company sale in two days?

One chips company sold 43894 packets of chips in one month and 32768 

chips in 2nd month.How many does company sold in 2 months.

26 32 268 254

In road accident 1467 peoples are died in last year and 2359 peoples are died 

in this year, how many peoples are died in two years?

6 persons eat 6 kg of rice in one day and 8 kg of rice eat in 2nd day, how 

much they eat in 2 days.

2588 2484 1453 1349

In one house there are 16 doors and in 2nd house there are 10 doors.How 

many doors are present in both houses?

4 dogs eat 80,65,63,60 kg of meat in 2 weeks, how much total of meat do 

dogs eat?

Addition 35a Addition 35b

1298 prisoners are present in one jail and 1290 are present in another jail. 

How many prisoners  are present in both jails.

One business man earns $346 in one day, $786 and $321 in 2nd and 3rd day, 

how much he earns in 3 days?



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B
13097 13192 155513 165508

27795 28790 76663 75658

One english movie did business of $9881 in one day and $3216 in another 

day, how much movie did business in two days?

78970 women  and 76543 men cast  votes in election, how many peoples 

cast vote in election.

3827 3722 15 11

water company sale 23461 litre of water in one day, and 4334 in 2nd day, 

how much does company sale in two days?

One chips company sold 43895 packets of chips in one month and 32768 

chips in 2nd month.How many does company sold in 2 months.

27 32 269 254

In road accident 1468 peoples are died in last year and 2359 peoples are died 

in this year, how many peoples are died in two years?

6 persons eat 7 kg of rice in one day and 8 kg of rice eat in 2nd day, how 

much they eat in 2 days.

2589 2484 1454 1349

In one house there are 17 doors and in 2nd house there are 10 doors.How 

many doors are present in both houses?

4 dogs eat 81,65,63,60 kg of meat in 2 weeks, how much total of meat do 

dogs eat?

Addition 36a Addition 36b

1299 prisoners are present in one jail and 1290 are present in another jail. 

How many prisoners  are present in both jails.

One business man earns $347 in one day, $786 and $321 in 2nd and 3rd day, 

how much he earns in 3 days?



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B
13098 13192 155514 165508

27796 28790 76664 75658

One english movie did business of $9882 in one day and $3216 in another 

day, how much movie did business in two days?

78971 women  and 76543 men cast  votes in election, how many peoples 

cast vote in election.

3828 3722 16 11

water company sale 23462 litre of water in one day, and 4334 in 2nd day, 

how much does company sale in two days?

One chips company sold 43896 packets of chips in one month and 32768 

chips in 2nd month.How many does company sold in 2 months.

28 32 270 254

In road accident 1469 peoples are died in last year and 2359 peoples are died 

in this year, how many peoples are died in two years?

6 persons eat 8 kg of rice in one day and 8 kg of rice eat in 2nd day, how 

much they eat in 2 days.

2590 2484 1455 1349

In one house there are 18 doors and in 2nd house there are 10 doors.How 

many doors are present in both houses?

4 dogs eat 82,65,63,60 kg of meat in 2 weeks, how much total of meat do 

dogs eat?

Addition 37a Addition 37b

1300 prisoners are present in one jail and 1290 are present in another jail. 

How many prisoners  are present in both jails.

One business man earns $348 in one day, $786 and $321 in 2nd and 3rd day, 

how much he earns in 3 days?



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B
13099 13192 155515 165508

27797 28790 76665 75658

One english movie did business of $9883 in one day and $3216 in another 

day, how much movie did business in two days?

78971 women  and 76544 men cast  votes in election, how many peoples 

cast vote in election.

3829 3722 17 11

water company sale 23463 litre of water in one day, and 4334 in 2nd day, 

how much does company sale in two days?

One chips company sold 43897 packets of chips in one month and 32768 

chips in 2nd month.How many does company sold in 2 months.

29 32 271 254

In road accident 1470 peoples are died in last year and 2359 peoples are died 

in this year, how many peoples are died in two years?

6 persons eat 9 kg of rice in one day and 8 kg of rice eat in 2nd day, how 

much they eat in 2 days.

2591 2484 1456 1349

In one house there are 19 doors and in 2nd house there are 10 doors.How 

many doors are present in both houses?

4 dogs eat 83,65,63,60 kg of meat in 2 weeks, how much total of meat do 

dogs eat?

Addition 38a Addition 38b

1301 prisoners are present in one jail and 1290 are present in another jail. 

How many prisoners  are present in both jails.

One business man earns $349 in one day, $786 and $321 in 2nd and 3rd day, 

how much he earns in 3 days?



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B
13100 13192 155516 165508

27798 28790 76666 75658

One english movie did business of $9884 in one day and $3216 in another 

day, how much movie did business in two days?

78972 women  and 76544 men cast  votes in election, how many peoples 

cast vote in election.

3830 3722 18 11

water company sale 23464 litre of water in one day, and 4334 in 2nd day, 

how much does company sale in two days?

One chips company sold 43898 packets of chips in one month and 32768 

chips in 2nd month.How many does company sold in 2 months.

30 32 272 254

In road accident 1471 peoples are died in last year and 2359 peoples are died 

in this year, how many peoples are died in two years?

6 persons eat 10 kg of rice in one day and 8 kg of rice eat in 2nd day, how 

much they eat in 2 days.

2592 2484 1457 1349

In one house there are 20 doors and in 2nd house there are 10 doors.How 

many doors are present in both houses?

4 dogs eat 84,65,63,60 kg of meat in 2 weeks, how much total of meat do 

dogs eat?

Addition 39a Addition 39b

1302 prisoners are present in one jail and 1290 are present in another jail. 

How many prisoners  are present in both jails.

One business man earns $350 in one day, $786 and $321 in 2nd and 3rd day, 

how much he earns in 3 days?



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B
13101 13192 155517 165508

27799 28790 76667 75658

One english movie did business of $9885 in one day and $3216 in another 

day, how much movie did business in two days?

78973 women  and 76544 men cast  votes in election, how many peoples 

cast vote in election.

3831 3722 19 11

water company sale 23465 litre of water in one day, and 4334 in 2nd day, 

how much does company sale in two days?

One chips company sold 43899 packets of chips in one month and 32768 

chips in 2nd month.How many does company sold in 2 months.

31 32 273 254

In road accident 1472 peoples are died in last year and 2359 peoples are died 

in this year, how many peoples are died in two years?

6 persons eat 11 kg of rice in one day and 8 kg of rice eat in 2nd day, how 

much they eat in 2 days.

2593 2484 1458 1349

In one house there are 21 doors and in 2nd house there are 10 doors.How 

many doors are present in both houses?

4 dogs eat 85,65,63,60 kg of meat in 2 weeks, how much total of meat do 

dogs eat?

Addition 40a Addition 40b

1303 prisoners are present in one jail and 1290 are present in another jail. 

How many prisoners  are present in both jails.

One business man earns $351 in one day, $786 and $321 in 2nd and 3rd day, 

how much he earns in 3 days?



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 41a Addition 41b

John type 3456 words in 1 hour and 2345 words in 2nd hour, how much he 

type in 2 hour?

one motorcycle consumed 67 litre for some specific distance in 15 days, 

another bike consumed 89 litre for same distance, how much both 

motorcycle consumed for same distance?

5801 5600 156 234

A book consist of 345 pages and 2nd book consist of 234 pages, how many 

number of pages of both books?

One area consumed 78654 units of electeicity and another area consumed  

76934 units of electricity, what is total units  of electricity consumed by both 

areas?

579 569 155588 156588

 One company  sold 567465 watches  in last year and 345632 watches in this 

year, how many watches did company sold in 2 years.

One oil company sold 73645 litres of petrol in one day and 761123  litres in 

2nd day, how much litres of petrol company sold in two days?

913097 372256 834768 894768

A company sold 456 cars and 786 cars are left, how many cars company 

have?

One person drink 7654 litre of water in 10 years and another person drink 

7778 litre of water in 10 years.How much litres of water drunk by both 

persons?

1242 1142 15432 14532

One country has area of 79609 square km and country has area of 432568 

square km, what is total area of both countries in square km.

In one forest there are 8763 trees and in another forest there are 7653 trees, 

how much trees are present in both forest?

512177 522177 16416 16154



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 42a Addition 42b

John type 3457 words in 1 hour and 2345 words in 2nd hour, how much he 

type in 2 hour?

one motorcycle consumed 68 litre for some specific distance in 15 days, 

another bike consumed 89 litre for same distance, how much both 

motorcycle consumed for same distance?

5802 5600 157 234

A book consist of 346 pages and 2nd book consist of 234 pages, how many 

number of pages of both books?

One area consumed 78655 units of electeicity and another area consumed  

76934 units of electricity, what is total units  of electricity consumed by both 

areas?

580 569 155589 156588

 One company  sold 567466 watches  in last year and 345632 watches in this 

year, how many watches did company sold in 2 years.

One oil company sold 73646 litres of petrol in one day and 761123  litres in 

2nd day, how much litres of petrol company sold in two days?

913098 372256 834769 894768

A company sold 457 cars and 786 cars are left, how many cars company 

have?

One person drink 7655 litre of water in 10 years and another person drink 

7778 litre of water in 10 years.How much litres of water drunk by both 

persons?

1243 1142 15433 14532

One country has area of 79610 square km and country has area of 432568 

square km, what is total area of both countries in square km.

In one forest there are 8764 trees and in another forest there are 7653 trees, 

how much trees are present in both forest?

512178 522177 16417 16154



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 43a Addition 43b

John type 3458 words in 1 hour and 2345 words in 2nd hour, how much he 

type in 2 hour?

one motorcycle consumed 69 litre for some specific distance in 15 days, 

another bike consumed 89 litre for same distance, how much both 

motorcycle consumed for same distance?

5803 5600 158 234

A book consist of 347 pages and 2nd book consist of 234 pages, how many 

number of pages of both books?

One area consumed 78656 units of electeicity and another area consumed  

76934 units of electricity, what is total units  of electricity consumed by both 

areas?

581 569 155590 156588

 One company  sold 567467 watches  in last year and 345632 watches in this 

year, how many watches did company sold in 2 years.

One oil company sold 73647 litres of petrol in one day and 761123  litres in 

2nd day, how much litres of petrol company sold in two days?

913099 372256 834770 894768

A company sold 458 cars and 786 cars are left, how many cars company 

have?

One person drink 7656 litre of water in 10 years and another person drink 

7778 litre of water in 10 years.How much litres of water drunk by both 

persons?

1244 1142 15434 14532

One country has area of 79611 square km and country has area of 432568 

square km, what is total area of both countries in square km.

In one forest there are 8765 trees and in another forest there are 7653 trees, 

how much trees are present in both forest?

512179 522177 16418 16154



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 44a Addition 44b

John type 3459 words in 1 hour and 2345 words in 2nd hour, how much he 

type in 2 hour?

one motorcycle consumed 70 litre for some specific distance in 15 days, 

another bike consumed 89 litre for same distance, how much both 

motorcycle consumed for same distance?

5804 5600 159 234

A book consist of 348 pages and 2nd book consist of 234 pages, how many 

number of pages of both books?

One area consumed 78657 units of electeicity and another area consumed  

76934 units of electricity, what is total units  of electricity consumed by both 

areas?

582 569 155591 156588

 One company  sold 567468 watches  in last year and 345632 watches in this 

year, how many watches did company sold in 2 years.

One oil company sold 73648 litres of petrol in one day and 761123  litres in 

2nd day, how much litres of petrol company sold in two days?

913100 372256 834771 894768

A company sold 459 cars and 786 cars are left, how many cars company 

have?

One person drink 7657 litre of water in 10 years and another person drink 

7778 litre of water in 10 years.How much litres of water drunk by both 

persons?

1245 1142 15435 14532

One country has area of 79612 square km and country has area of 432568 

square km, what is total area of both countries in square km.

In one forest there are 8766 trees and in another forest there are 7653 trees, 

how much trees are present in both forest?

512180 522177 16419 16154



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 45a Addition 45b

John type 3460 words in 1 hour and 2345 words in 2nd hour, how much he 

type in 2 hour?

one motorcycle consumed 71 litre for some specific distance in 15 days, 

another bike consumed 89 litre for same distance, how much both 

motorcycle consumed for same distance?

5805 5600 160 234

A book consist of 349 pages and 2nd book consist of 234 pages, how many 

number of pages of both books?

One area consumed 78658 units of electeicity and another area consumed  

76934 units of electricity, what is total units  of electricity consumed by both 

areas?

583 569 155592 156588

 One company  sold 567469 watches  in last year and 345632 watches in this 

year, how many watches did company sold in 2 years.

One oil company sold 73649 litres of petrol in one day and 761123  litres in 

2nd day, how much litres of petrol company sold in two days?

913101 372256 834772 894768

A company sold 460 cars and 786 cars are left, how many cars company 

have?

One person drink 7658 litre of water in 10 years and another person drink 

7778 litre of water in 10 years.How much litres of water drunk by both 

persons?

1246 1142 15436 14532

One country has area of 79613 square km and country has area of 432568 

square km, what is total area of both countries in square km.

In one forest there are 8767 trees and in another forest there are 7653 trees, 

how much trees are present in both forest?

512181 522177 16420 16154



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 46a Addition 46b

John type 3461 words in 1 hour and 2345 words in 2nd hour, how much he 

type in 2 hour?

one motorcycle consumed 72 litre for some specific distance in 15 days, 

another bike consumed 89 litre for same distance, how much both 

motorcycle consumed for same distance?

5806 5600 161 234

A book consist of 350 pages and 2nd book consist of 234 pages, how many 

number of pages of both books?

One area consumed 78659 units of electeicity and another area consumed  

76934 units of electricity, what is total units  of electricity consumed by both 

areas?

584 569 155593 156588

 One company  sold 567470 watches  in last year and 345632 watches in this 

year, how many watches did company sold in 2 years.

One oil company sold 73650 litres of petrol in one day and 761123  litres in 

2nd day, how much litres of petrol company sold in two days?

913102 372256 834773 894768

A company sold 461 cars and 786 cars are left, how many cars company 

have?

One person drink 7659 litre of water in 10 years and another person drink 

7778 litre of water in 10 years.How much litres of water drunk by both 

persons?

1247 1142 15437 14532

One country has area of 79614 square km and country has area of 432568 

square km, what is total area of both countries in square km.

In one forest there are 8768 trees and in another forest there are 7653 trees, 

how much trees are present in both forest?

512182 522177 16421 16154



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 47a Addition 47b

John type 3462 words in 1 hour and 2345 words in 2nd hour, how much he 

type in 2 hour?

one motorcycle consumed 73 litre for some specific distance in 15 days, 

another bike consumed 89 litre for same distance, how much both 

motorcycle consumed for same distance?

5807 5600 162 234

A book consist of 351 pages and 2nd book consist of 234 pages, how many 

number of pages of both books?

One area consumed 78660 units of electeicity and another area consumed  

76934 units of electricity, what is total units  of electricity consumed by both 

areas?

585 569 155594 156588

 One company  sold 567471 watches  in last year and 345632 watches in this 

year, how many watches did company sold in 2 years.

One oil company sold 73651 litres of petrol in one day and 761123  litres in 

2nd day, how much litres of petrol company sold in two days?

913103 372256 834774 894768

A company sold 462 cars and 786 cars are left, how many cars company 

have?

One person drink 7660 litre of water in 10 years and another person drink 

7778 litre of water in 10 years.How much litres of water drunk by both 

persons?

1248 1142 15438 14532

One country has area of 79615 square km and country has area of 432568 

square km, what is total area of both countries in square km.

In one forest there are 8769 trees and in another forest there are 7653 trees, 

how much trees are present in both forest?

512183 522177 16422 16154



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 48a Addition 48b

John type 3463 words in 1 hour and 2345 words in 2nd hour, how much he 

type in 2 hour?

one motorcycle consumed 73 litre for some specific distance in 15 days, 

another bike consumed 89 litre for same distance, how much both 

motorcycle consumed for same distance?

5808 5600 162 234

A book consist of 352 pages and 2nd book consist of 234 pages, how many 

number of pages of both books?

One area consumed 78660 units of electeicity and another area consumed  

76934 units of electricity, what is total units  of electricity consumed by both 

areas?

586 569 155594 156588

 One company  sold 567472 watches  in last year and 345632 watches in this 

year, how many watches did company sold in 2 years.

One oil company sold 73651 litres of petrol in one day and 761123  litres in 

2nd day, how much litres of petrol company sold in two days?

913104 372256 834774 894768

A company sold 463 cars and 786 cars are left, how many cars company 

have?

One person drink 7660 litre of water in 10 years and another person drink 

7778 litre of water in 10 years.How much litres of water drunk by both 

persons?

1249 1142 15438 14532

One country has area of 79616 square km and country has area of 432568 

square km, what is total area of both countries in square km.

In one forest there are 8769 trees and in another forest there are 7653 trees, 

how much trees are present in both forest?

512184 522177 16422 16154



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 49a Addition 49b

John type 3464 words in 1 hour and 2345 words in 2nd hour, how much he 

type in 2 hour?

one motorcycle consumed 74 litre for some specific distance in 15 days, 

another bike consumed 89 litre for same distance, how much both 

motorcycle consumed for same distance?

5809 5600 163 234

A book consist of 353 pages and 2nd book consist of 234 pages, how many 

number of pages of both books?

One area consumed 78661 units of electeicity and another area consumed  

76934 units of electricity, what is total units  of electricity consumed by both 

areas?

587 569 155595 156588

 One company  sold 567473 watches  in last year and 345632 watches in this 

year, how many watches did company sold in 2 years.

One oil company sold 73652 litres of petrol in one day and 761123  litres in 

2nd day, how much litres of petrol company sold in two days?

913105 372256 834775 894768

A company sold 464 cars and 786 cars are left, how many cars company 

have?

One person drink 7661 litre of water in 10 years and another person drink 

7778 litre of water in 10 years.How much litres of water drunk by both 

persons?

1250 1142 15439 14532

One country has area of 79617 square km and country has area of 432568 

square km, what is total area of both countries in square km.

In one forest there are 8770 trees and in another forest there are 7653 trees, 

how much trees are present in both forest?

512185 522177 16423 16154



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 50a Addition 50b

John type 3465 words in 1 hour and 2345 words in 2nd hour, how much he 

type in 2 hour?

one motorcycle consumed 75 litre for some specific distance in 15 days, 

another bike consumed 89 litre for same distance, how much both 

motorcycle consumed for same distance?

5810 5600 164 234

A book consist of 354 pages and 2nd book consist of 234 pages, how many 

number of pages of both books?

One area consumed 78662 units of electeicity and another area consumed  

76934 units of electricity, what is total units  of electricity consumed by both 

areas?

588 569 155596 156588

 One company  sold 567474 watches  in last year and 345632 watches in this 

year, how many watches did company sold in 2 years.

One oil company sold 73653 litres of petrol in one day and 761123  litres in 

2nd day, how much litres of petrol company sold in two days?

913106 372256 834776 894768

A company sold 465 cars and 786 cars are left, how many cars company 

have?

One person drink 7662 litre of water in 10 years and another person drink 

7778 litre of water in 10 years.How much litres of water drunk by both 

persons?

1251 1142 15440 14532

One country has area of 79618 square km and country has area of 432568 

square km, what is total area of both countries in square km.

In one forest there are 8771 trees and in another forest there are 7653 trees, 

how much trees are present in both forest?

512186 522177 16424 16154



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 51a Addition 51b

7896 mathematics teacher are teaching in one country and 8765 

mathematics teachers are teaching in another country, how much  

mathematics teachers are teaching in both country.

One company pays expanse of electricity in 10 years equal to $3219 and 

another company pays expanse of electricity in 10 years equal to $1290, 

what is total expanse of electricity are pay by both companies in 10 years?

16661 15661 4509 4409

One crickter hit  8976    sixes in his career and another crickter hit 6754 sixes 

in his career, how much sixes  are hit by both crickter in there career?

One company office recived 8976 calls in one week and another company 

office  received  7654  calls, how much calls are received by both company 

offices in one week?

15730 15630 16630 15630

One company hired 7869 sales man and another company hired 3276 sales 

man, how many sales man are hired by both companies?

Stacey received $8, $9 and $6 from Mother, father and uncle respectively. 

How much is total of she received?

11145 11245 23 24

9840  graduates are produced by one university in 20 years, another 

university produced 7653 graduates in 20 years.How much graduates are 

produced by both universities in 20 years?

Company earn $3200 in one year then $3289 in 2nd  year then  $1234 in 3rd 

year, how much company earn in three years?

17493 16493 6489 6389

In 30 years one country produced  4532 Phd another country produced 1287 

Phd in 30 years, how much phd are produces by both countries?

A cube has volume of 15625 and one cube has volume of  24389, what is 

total volume of both cubes?

5819 5619 40014 40114



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B
5820 5619 40015 40114

17494 16493 6490 6389

In 30 years one country produced  4533 Phd another country produced 1287 

Phd in 30 years, how much phd are produces by both countries?

A cube has volume of 15626 and one cube has volume of  24389, what is 

total volume of both cubes?

11146 11246 24 24

9841  graduates are produced by one university in 20 years, another 

university produced 7653 graduates in 20 years.How much graduates are 

produced by both universities in 20 years?

Company earn $3201 in one year then $3289 in 2nd  year then  $1234 in 3rd 

year, how much company earn in three years?

15731 15630 16631 15630

One company hired 7870 sales man and another company hired 3276 sales 

man, how many sales man are hired by both companies?

Stacey received $9, $9 and $6 from Mother, father and uncle respectively. 

How much is total of she received?

16662 15661 4510 4409

One crickter hit  8977    sixes in his career and another crickter hit 6754 sixes 

in his career, how much sixes  are hit by both crickter in there career?

One company office recived 8977 calls in one week and another company 

office  received  7654  calls, how much calls are received by both company 

offices in one week?

Addition 52a Addition 52b

7897 mathematics teacher are teaching in one country and 8765 

mathematics teachers are teaching in another country, how much  

mathematics teachers are teaching in both country.

One company pays expanse of electricity in 10 years equal to $3220 and 

another company pays expanse of electricity in 10 years equal to $1290, 

what is total expanse of electricity are pay by both companies in 10 years?



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B
5821 5619 40016 40114

17495 16493 6491 6389

In 30 years one country produced  4534 Phd another country produced 1287 

Phd in 30 years, how much phd are produces by both countries?

A cube has volume of 15627 and one cube has volume of  24389, what is 

total volume of both cubes?

11147 11246 25 24

9842  graduates are produced by one university in 20 years, another 

university produced 7653 graduates in 20 years.How much graduates are 

produced by both universities in 20 years?

Company earn $3202 in one year then $3289 in 2nd  year then  $1234 in 3rd 

year, how much company earn in three years?

15732 15630 16632 15630

One company hired 7871 sales man and another company hired 3276 sales 

man, how many sales man are hired by both companies?

Stacey received $10, $9 and $6 from Mother, father and uncle respectively. 

How much is total of she received?

16663 15661 4511 4409

One crickter hit  8978    sixes in his career and another crickter hit 6754 sixes 

in his career, how much sixes  are hit by both crickter in there career?

One company office recived 8978 calls in one week and another company 

office  received  7654  calls, how much calls are received by both company 

offices in one week?

Addition 53a Addition 53b

7898 mathematics teacher are teaching in one country and 8765 

mathematics teachers are teaching in another country, how much  

mathematics teachers are teaching in both country.

One company pays expanse of electricity in 10 years equal to $3221 and 

another company pays expanse of electricity in 10 years equal to $1290, 

what is total expanse of electricity are pay by both companies in 10 years?



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B
5822 5619 40017 40114

17496 16493 6492 6389

In 30 years one country produced  4535 Phd another country produced 1287 

Phd in 30 years, how much phd are produces by both countries?

A cube has volume of 15628 and one cube has volume of  24389, what is 

total volume of both cubes?

11148 11246 26 24

9843  graduates are produced by one university in 20 years, another 

university produced 7653 graduates in 20 years.How much graduates are 

produced by both universities in 20 years?

Company earn $3203 in one year then $3289 in 2nd  year then  $1234 in 3rd 

year, how much company earn in three years?

15733 15630 16633 15630

One company hired 7872 sales man and another company hired 3276 sales 

man, how many sales man are hired by both companies?

Stacey received $11, $9 and $6 from Mother, father and uncle respectively. 

How much is total of she received?

16664 15661 4512 4409

One crickter hit  8979    sixes in his career and another crickter hit 6754 sixes 

in his career, how much sixes  are hit by both crickter in there career?

One company office recived 8979 calls in one week and another company 

office  received  7654  calls, how much calls are received by both company 

offices in one week?

Addition 54a Addition 54b

7899 mathematics teacher are teaching in one country and 8765 

mathematics teachers are teaching in another country, how much  

mathematics teachers are teaching in both country.

One company pays expanse of electricity in 10 years equal to $3222 and 

another company pays expanse of electricity in 10 years equal to $1290, 

what is total expanse of electricity are pay by both companies in 10 years?



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B
5823 5619 40018 40114

17497 16493 6493 6389

In 30 years one country produced  4536 Phd another country produced 1287 

Phd in 30 years, how much phd are produces by both countries?

A cube has volume of 15629 and one cube has volume of  24389, what is 

total volume of both cubes?

11149 11246 27 24

9844  graduates are produced by one university in 20 years, another 

university produced 7653 graduates in 20 years.How much graduates are 

produced by both universities in 20 years?

Company earn $3204 in one year then $3289 in 2nd  year then  $1234 in 3rd 

year, how much company earn in three years?

15734 15630 16634 15630

One company hired 7873 sales man and another company hired 3276 sales 

man, how many sales man are hired by both companies?

Stacey received $12, $9 and $6 from Mother, father and uncle respectively. 

How much is total of she received?

16665 15661 4513 4409

One crickter hit  8980    sixes in his career and another crickter hit 6754 sixes 

in his career, how much sixes  are hit by both crickter in there career?

One company office recived 8980 calls in one week and another company 

office  received  7654  calls, how much calls are received by both company 

offices in one week?

Addition 55a Addition 55b

7900 mathematics teacher are teaching in one country and 8765 

mathematics teachers are teaching in another country, how much  

mathematics teachers are teaching in both country.

One company pays expanse of electricity in 10 years equal to $3223 and 

another company pays expanse of electricity in 10 years equal to $1290, 

what is total expanse of electricity are pay by both companies in 10 years?



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 56a Addition 56b

7901 mathematics teacher are teaching in one country and 8765 

mathematics teachers are teaching in another country, how much  

mathematics teachers are teaching in both country.

One company pays expanse of electricity in 10 years equal to $3224 and 

another company pays expanse of electricity in 10 years equal to $1290, 

what is total expanse of electricity are pay by both companies in 10 years?

16666 15661 4514 4409

One crickter hit  8981    sixes in his career and another crickter hit 6754 sixes 

in his career, how much sixes  are hit by both crickter in there career?

One company office recived 8981 calls in one week and another company 

office  received  7654  calls, how much calls are received by both company 

offices in one week?

15735 15630 16635 15630

One company hired 7874 sales man and another company hired 3276 sales 

man, how many sales man are hired by both companies?

Stacey received $13, $9 and $6 from Mother, father and uncle respectively. 

How much is total of she received?

11150 11246 28 24

9845  graduates are produced by one university in 20 years, another 

university produced 7653 graduates in 20 years.How much graduates are 

produced by both universities in 20 years?

Company earn $3205 in one year then $3289 in 2nd  year then  $1234 in 3rd 

year, how much company earn in three years?

17498 16493 6494 6389

In 30 years one country produced  4537 Phd another country produced 1287 

Phd in 30 years, how much phd are produces by both countries?

A cube has volume of 15630 and one cube has volume of  24389, what is 

total volume of both cubes?

5824 5619 40019 40114



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 57a Addition 57b

7902 mathematics teacher are teaching in one country and 8765 

mathematics teachers are teaching in another country, how much  

mathematics teachers are teaching in both country.

One company pays expanse of electricity in 10 years equal to $3225 and 

another company pays expanse of electricity in 10 years equal to $1290, 

what is total expanse of electricity are pay by both companies in 10 years?

16667 15661 4515 4409

One crickter hit  8982    sixes in his career and another crickter hit 6754 sixes 

in his career, how much sixes  are hit by both crickter in there career?

One company office recived 8982 calls in one week and another company 

office  received  7654  calls, how much calls are received by both company 

offices in one week?

15736 15630 16636 15630

One company hired 7875 sales man and another company hired 3276 sales 

man, how many sales man are hired by both companies?

Stacey received $14, $9 and $6 from Mother, father and uncle respectively. 

How much is total of she received?

11151 11246 29 24

9846  graduates are produced by one university in 20 years, another 

university produced 7653 graduates in 20 years.How much graduates are 

produced by both universities in 20 years?

Company earn $3206 in one year then $3289 in 2nd  year then  $1234 in 3rd 

year, how much company earn in three years?

17499 16493 6495 6389

In 30 years one country produced  4538 Phd another country produced 1287 

Phd in 30 years, how much phd are produces by both countries?

A cube has volume of 15631 and one cube has volume of  24389, what is 

total volume of both cubes?

5825 5619 40020 40114



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 58a Addition 58b

7903 mathematics teacher are teaching in one country and 8765 

mathematics teachers are teaching in another country, how much  

mathematics teachers are teaching in both country.

One company pays expanse of electricity in 10 years equal to $3226 and 

another company pays expanse of electricity in 10 years equal to $1290, 

what is total expanse of electricity are pay by both companies in 10 years?

16668 15661 4516 4409

One crickter hit  8983    sixes in his career and another crickter hit 6754 sixes 

in his career, how much sixes  are hit by both crickter in there career?

One company office recived 8983 calls in one week and another company 

office  received  7654  calls, how much calls are received by both company 

offices in one week?

15737 15630 16637 15630

One company hired 7876 sales man and another company hired 3276 sales 

man, how many sales man are hired by both companies?

Stacey received $15, $9 and $6 from Mother, father and uncle respectively. 

How much is total of she received?

11152 11246 30 24

9847  graduates are produced by one university in 20 years, another 

university produced 7653 graduates in 20 years.How much graduates are 

produced by both universities in 20 years?

Company earn $3207 in one year then $3289 in 2nd  year then  $1234 in 3rd 

year, how much company earn in three years?

17500 16493 6496 6389

In 30 years one country produced  4539 Phd another country produced 1287 

Phd in 30 years, how much phd are produces by both countries?

A cube has volume of 15632 and one cube has volume of  24389, what is 

total volume of both cubes?

5826 5619 40021 40114



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 59a Addition 59b

7904 mathematics teacher are teaching in one country and 8765 

mathematics teachers are teaching in another country, how much  

mathematics teachers are teaching in both country.

One company pays expanse of electricity in 10 years equal to $3227 and 

another company pays expanse of electricity in 10 years equal to $1290, 

what is total expanse of electricity are pay by both companies in 10 years?

16669 15661 4517 4409

One crickter hit  8984    sixes in his career and another crickter hit 6754 sixes 

in his career, how much sixes  are hit by both crickter in there career?

One company office recived 8984 calls in one week and another company 

office  received  7654  calls, how much calls are received by both company 

offices in one week?

15738 15630 16638 15630

One company hired 7877 sales man and another company hired 3276 sales 

man, how many sales man are hired by both companies?

Stacey received $16, $9 and $6 from Mother, father and uncle respectively. 

How much is total of she received?

11153 11246 31 24

9848  graduates are produced by one university in 20 years, another 

university produced 7653 graduates in 20 years.How much graduates are 

produced by both universities in 20 years?

Company earn $3208 in one year then $3289 in 2nd  year then  $1234 in 3rd 

year, how much company earn in three years?

17501 16493 6497 6389

In 30 years one country produced  4540 Phd another country produced 1287 

Phd in 30 years, how much phd are produces by both countries?

A cube has volume of 15633 and one cube has volume of  24389, what is 

total volume of both cubes?

5827 5619 40022 40114



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 60a Addition 60b

7905 mathematics teacher are teaching in one country and 8765 

mathematics teachers are teaching in another country, how much  

mathematics teachers are teaching in both country.

One company pays expanse of electricity in 10 years equal to $3228 and 

another company pays expanse of electricity in 10 years equal to $1290, 

what is total expanse of electricity are pay by both companies in 10 years?

16670 15661 4518 4409

One crickter hit  8985    sixes in his career and another crickter hit 6754 sixes 

in his career, how much sixes  are hit by both crickter in there career?

One company office recived 8985 calls in one week and another company 

office  received  7654  calls, how much calls are received by both company 

offices in one week?

15739 15630 16639 15630

One company hired 7878 sales man and another company hired 3276 sales 

man, how many sales man are hired by both companies?

Stacey received $17, $9 and $6 from Mother, father and uncle respectively. 

How much is total of she received?

11154 11246 32 24

9849  graduates are produced by one university in 20 years, another 

university produced 7653 graduates in 20 years.How much graduates are 

produced by both universities in 20 years?

Company earn $3209 in one year then $3289 in 2nd  year then  $1234 in 3rd 

year, how much company earn in three years?

17502 16493 6498 6389

In 30 years one country produced  4541 Phd another country produced 1287 

Phd in 30 years, how much phd are produces by both countries?

A cube has volume of 15634 and one cube has volume of  24389, what is 

total volume of both cubes?

5828 5619 40023 40114



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 61a Addition 61b

John type 1800 e mails  in 15 days and Arnold type 1567 e mails in 15 days, 

How much e mails are type by both persons in 15 days.

Area of one garden is  400 square feet, another garden has area of 625 

square feet, what is total area of both garden?

3367 3267 1025 4409

6789 peoples visited  one website in 10 days and 5643 peoples visited 

another website in 10 days, how much peoples  visited both website in 10 

days.

One bike coverd distance of 76 km in one hour, same bike coverd distance of 

89 km in one hour, what is total distance coverd by bike in 2 hour?

12432 11432 165 154

One footballer earn $67890 in 10 years, and another footballer earn $567890 

in 10 years. What is sum of there earning in 10 years.

One shopkeeper sold 7865 pen in last week and sold 7612 pen in this week, 

what is total of pen sold by shopkeeper?

635780 633780 15477 15377

7896 peoples visited one park in last  year and 9876 peoples visited same 

park in next year, how much peoples visited park in 2 years.

If 897 cars left the parking area and 765 cars are left, what is total number of 

cars in parking before leaving.

17772 16772 1662 1562

One garden of apples produced 6543 apples in last year, and  4321 apples in 

this year, how much apples are produced by garden in 2 years.

From some specific area 876 trees are cut then 250 trees are left, how much 

trees are present before cutting?

10864 12864 1126 1026



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 62a Addition 62b

John type 1801 e mails  in 15 days and Arnold type 1567 e mails in 15 days, 

How much e mails are type by both persons in 15 days.

Area of one garden is  401 square feet, another garden has area of 625 

square feet, what is total area of both garden?

3368 3267 1026 4409

6790 peoples visited  one website in 10 days and 5643 peoples visited 

another website in 10 days, how much peoples  visited both website in 10 

days.

One bike coverd distance of 77 km in one hour, same bike coverd distance of 

89 km in one hour, what is total distance coverd by bike in 2 hour?

12433 11432 166 154

One footballer earn $67891 in 10 years, and another footballer earn $567890 

in 10 years. What is sum of there earning in 10 years.

One shopkeeper sold 7866 pen in last week and sold 7612 pen in this week, 

what is total of pen sold by shopkeeper?

635781 633780 15478 15377

7897 peoples visited one park in last  year and 9876 peoples visited same 

park in next year, how much peoples visited park in 2 years.

If 898 cars left the parking area and 765 cars are left, what is total number of 

cars in parking before leaving.

17773 16772 1663 1562

One garden of apples produced 6544 apples in last year, and  4321 apples in 

this year, how much apples are produced by garden in 2 years.

From some specific area 877 trees are cut then 250 trees are left, how much 

trees are present before cutting?

10865 12864 1127 1026



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 63a Addition 63b

John type 1801 e mails  in 15 days and Arnold type 1567 e mails in 15 days, 

How much e mails are type by both persons in 15 days.

Area of one garden is  401 square feet, another garden has area of 625 

square feet, what is total area of both garden?

3368 3267 1026 4409

6790 peoples visited  one website in 10 days and 5643 peoples visited 

another website in 10 days, how much peoples  visited both website in 10 

days.

One bike coverd distance of 77 km in one hour, same bike coverd distance of 

89 km in one hour, what is total distance coverd by bike in 2 hour?

12433 11432 166 154

One footballer earn $67891 in 10 years, and another footballer earn $567890 

in 10 years. What is sum of there earning in 10 years.

One shopkeeper sold 7866 pen in last week and sold 7612 pen in this week, 

what is total of pen sold by shopkeeper?

635781 633780 15478 15377

7897 peoples visited one park in last  year and 9876 peoples visited same 

park in next year, how much peoples visited park in 2 years.

If 898 cars left the parking area and 765 cars are left, what is total number of 

cars in parking before leaving.

17773 16772 1663 1562

One garden of apples produced 6544 apples in last year, and  4321 apples in 

this year, how much apples are produced by garden in 2 years.

From some specific area 877 trees are cut then 250 trees are left, how much 

trees are present before cutting?

10865 12864 1127 1026



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 64a Addition 64b

John type 1802 e mails  in 15 days and Arnold type 1567 e mails in 15 days, 

How much e mails are type by both persons in 15 days.

Area of one garden is  402 square feet, another garden has area of 625 

square feet, what is total area of both garden?

3369 3267 1027 4409

6791 peoples visited  one website in 10 days and 5643 peoples visited 

another website in 10 days, how much peoples  visited both website in 10 

days.

One bike coverd distance of 78 km in one hour, same bike coverd distance of 

89 km in one hour, what is total distance coverd by bike in 2 hour?

12434 11432 167 154

One footballer earn $67892 in 10 years, and another footballer earn $567890 

in 10 years. What is sum of there earning in 10 years.

One shopkeeper sold 7867 pen in last week and sold 7612 pen in this week, 

what is total of pen sold by shopkeeper?

635782 633780 15479 15377

7898 peoples visited one park in last  year and 9876 peoples visited same 

park in next year, how much peoples visited park in 2 years.

If 899 cars left the parking area and 765 cars are left, what is total number of 

cars in parking before leaving.

17774 16772 1664 1562

One garden of apples produced 6545 apples in last year, and  4321 apples in 

this year, how much apples are produced by garden in 2 years.

From some specific area 878 trees are cut then 250 trees are left, how much 

trees are present before cutting?

10866 12864 1128 1026



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 65a Addition 65b

John type 1803 e mails  in 15 days and Arnold type 1567 e mails in 15 days, 

How much e mails are type by both persons in 15 days.

Area of one garden is  403 square feet, another garden has area of 625 

square feet, what is total area of both garden?

3370 3267 1028 4409

6792 peoples visited  one website in 10 days and 5643 peoples visited 

another website in 10 days, how much peoples  visited both website in 10 

days.

One bike coverd distance of 79 km in one hour, same bike coverd distance of 

89 km in one hour, what is total distance coverd by bike in 2 hour?

12435 11432 168 154

One footballer earn $67893 in 10 years, and another footballer earn $567890 

in 10 years. What is sum of there earning in 10 years.

One shopkeeper sold 7868 pen in last week and sold 7612 pen in this week, 

what is total of pen sold by shopkeeper?

635783 633780 15480 15377

7899 peoples visited one park in last  year and 9876 peoples visited same 

park in next year, how much peoples visited park in 2 years.

If 900 cars left the parking area and 765 cars are left, what is total number of 

cars in parking before leaving.

17775 16772 1665 1562

One garden of apples produced 6546 apples in last year, and  4321 apples in 

this year, how much apples are produced by garden in 2 years.

From some specific area 879 trees are cut then 250 trees are left, how much 

trees are present before cutting?

10867 12864 1129 1026



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 66a Addition 66b

John type 1804 e mails  in 15 days and Arnold type 1567 e mails in 15 days, 

How much e mails are type by both persons in 15 days.

Area of one garden is  404 square feet, another garden has area of 625 

square feet, what is total area of both garden?

3371 3267 1029 4409

6793 peoples visited  one website in 10 days and 5643 peoples visited 

another website in 10 days, how much peoples  visited both website in 10 

days.

One bike coverd distance of 80 km in one hour, same bike coverd distance of 

89 km in one hour, what is total distance coverd by bike in 2 hour?

12436 11432 169 154

One footballer earn $67894 in 10 years, and another footballer earn $567890 

in 10 years. What is sum of there earning in 10 years.

One shopkeeper sold 7869 pen in last week and sold 7612 pen in this week, 

what is total of pen sold by shopkeeper?

635784 633780 15481 15377

7900 peoples visited one park in last  year and 9876 peoples visited same 

park in next year, how much peoples visited park in 2 years.

If 901 cars left the parking area and 765 cars are left, what is total number of 

cars in parking before leaving.

17776 16772 1666 1562

One garden of apples produced 6547 apples in last year, and  4321 apples in 

this year, how much apples are produced by garden in 2 years.

From some specific area 880 trees are cut then 250 trees are left, how much 

trees are present before cutting?

10868 12864 1130 1026



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 67a Addition 67b

John type 1805 e mails  in 15 days and Arnold type 1567 e mails in 15 days, 

How much e mails are type by both persons in 15 days.

Area of one garden is  405 square feet, another garden has area of 625 

square feet, what is total area of both garden?

3372 3267 1030 4409

6794 peoples visited  one website in 10 days and 5643 peoples visited 

another website in 10 days, how much peoples  visited both website in 10 

days.

One bike coverd distance of 81 km in one hour, same bike coverd distance of 

89 km in one hour, what is total distance coverd by bike in 2 hour?

12437 11432 170 154

One footballer earn $67895 in 10 years, and another footballer earn $567890 

in 10 years. What is sum of there earning in 10 years.

One shopkeeper sold 7870 pen in last week and sold 7612 pen in this week, 

what is total of pen sold by shopkeeper?

635785 633780 15482 15377

7901 peoples visited one park in last  year and 9876 peoples visited same 

park in next year, how much peoples visited park in 2 years.

If 902 cars left the parking area and 765 cars are left, what is total number of 

cars in parking before leaving.

17777 16772 1667 1562

One garden of apples produced 6548 apples in last year, and  4321 apples in 

this year, how much apples are produced by garden in 2 years.

From some specific area 881 trees are cut then 250 trees are left, how much 

trees are present before cutting?

10869 12864 1131 1026



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 68a Addition 68b

John type 1806 e mails  in 15 days and Arnold type 1567 e mails in 15 days, 

How much e mails are type by both persons in 15 days.

Area of one garden is  406 square feet, another garden has area of 625 

square feet, what is total area of both garden?

3373 3267 1031 4409

6795 peoples visited  one website in 10 days and 5643 peoples visited 

another website in 10 days, how much peoples  visited both website in 10 

days.

One bike coverd distance of 82 km in one hour, same bike coverd distance of 

89 km in one hour, what is total distance coverd by bike in 2 hour?

12438 11432 171 154

One footballer earn $67896 in 10 years, and another footballer earn $567890 

in 10 years. What is sum of there earning in 10 years.

One shopkeeper sold 7871 pen in last week and sold 7612 pen in this week, 

what is total of pen sold by shopkeeper?

635786 633780 15483 15377

7902 peoples visited one park in last  year and 9876 peoples visited same 

park in next year, how much peoples visited park in 2 years.

If 903 cars left the parking area and 765 cars are left, what is total number of 

cars in parking before leaving.

17778 16772 1668 1562

One garden of apples produced 6549 apples in last year, and  4321 apples in 

this year, how much apples are produced by garden in 2 years.

From some specific area 882 trees are cut then 250 trees are left, how much 

trees are present before cutting?

10870 12864 1132 1026



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 69a Addition 69b

John type 1807 e mails  in 15 days and Arnold type 1567 e mails in 15 days, 

How much e mails are type by both persons in 15 days.

Area of one garden is  407 square feet, another garden has area of 625 

square feet, what is total area of both garden?

3374 3267 1032 4409

6796 peoples visited  one website in 10 days and 5643 peoples visited 

another website in 10 days, how much peoples  visited both website in 10 

days.

One bike coverd distance of 83 km in one hour, same bike coverd distance of 

89 km in one hour, what is total distance coverd by bike in 2 hour?

12439 11432 172 154

One footballer earn $67897 in 10 years, and another footballer earn $567890 

in 10 years. What is sum of there earning in 10 years.

One shopkeeper sold 7872 pen in last week and sold 7612 pen in this week, 

what is total of pen sold by shopkeeper?

635787 633780 15484 15377

7903 peoples visited one park in last  year and 9876 peoples visited same 

park in next year, how much peoples visited park in 2 years.

If 904 cars left the parking area and 765 cars are left, what is total number of 

cars in parking before leaving.

17779 16772 1669 1562

One garden of apples produced 6550 apples in last year, and  4321 apples in 

this year, how much apples are produced by garden in 2 years.

From some specific area 883 trees are cut then 250 trees are left, how much 

trees are present before cutting?

10871 12864 1133 1026



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 70a Addition 70b

John type 1808 e mails  in 15 days and Arnold type 1567 e mails in 15 days, 

How much e mails are type by both persons in 15 days.

Area of one garden is  408 square feet, another garden has area of 625 

square feet, what is total area of both garden?

3375 3267 1033 4409

6797 peoples visited  one website in 10 days and 5643 peoples visited 

another website in 10 days, how much peoples  visited both website in 10 

days.

One bike coverd distance of 84 km in one hour, same bike coverd distance of 

89 km in one hour, what is total distance coverd by bike in 2 hour?

12440 11432 173 154

One footballer earn $67898 in 10 years, and another footballer earn $567890 

in 10 years. What is sum of there earning in 10 years.

One shopkeeper sold 7873 pen in last week and sold 7612 pen in this week, 

what is total of pen sold by shopkeeper?

635788 633780 15485 15377

7904 peoples visited one park in last  year and 9876 peoples visited same 

park in next year, how much peoples visited park in 2 years.

If 904 cars left the parking area and 766 cars are left, what is total number of 

cars in parking before leaving.

17780 16772 1670 1562

One garden of apples produced 6551 apples in last year, and  4321 apples in 

this year, how much apples are produced by garden in 2 years.

From some specific area 884 trees are cut then 250 trees are left, how much 

trees are present before cutting?

10872 12864 1134 1026



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B
2 1 15516 14516

9753 9653 18851 17851

One bike coverd distance of 84 km in one hour, same bike coverd distance of 

89 km in one hour, what is total time taken by bike to cover these distances.

One political party got 7863 votes from one polling station and 7653 from 

another polling station,what is total number of votes cast in favour of 

political party?

633327 623327 177415 167415

One company sold 5432 laptop in one month and then sold 4321 laptop in 

another month. What is total numbrer of laptop sold by company in two 

months?

There are 8976 tigers are present in one forest and 9875 tigers are present in 

another forest, what is total number of tigers in both forest?

10945 11945 2801 2701

One city recived 567895 mobile calls in one month and another city received 

65432 calls in same month, what is total number of calls received by both 

cities?

Aslam wrote 89765 words while stacey wrote 87650 words, what is total 

number of words written by Aslam and Stacey.

10175 11175 145 135

One super store sold 5467 kg of wheat in one day and sold 5478 kg of wheat 

in 2nd day, what is total quantity of wheat sold by super store in two days.

A gas with volume of 1238 cubic meter is mixed with gas with volume of  

1563 cubic meter, what is total volume of gas obtained after mixing.

Addition 71a Addition 71b

One company has 3421 cars , company buy 6754 cars. What is total number 

of cars campany have?

On Saturday 78 cars participated in race and on Sunday 67 cars participated 

in race, what are total number  of cars participated in race?



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B
2 1 15517 14516

9754 9653 18852 17851

One bike coverd distance of 85 km in one hour, same bike coverd distance of 

89 km in one hour, what is total time taken by bike to cover these distances.

One political party got 7864 votes from one polling station and 7653 from 

another polling station,what is total number of votes cast in favour of 

political party?

633328 623327 177416 167415

One company sold 5433 laptop in one month and then sold 4321 laptop in 

another month. What is total numbrer of laptop sold by company in two 

months?

There are 8977 tigers are present in one forest and 9875 tigers are present in 

another forest, what is total number of tigers in both forest?

10946 11945 2802 2701

One city recived 567896 mobile calls in one month and another city received 

65432 calls in same month, what is total number of calls received by both 

cities?

Aslam wrote 89766 words while stacey wrote 87650 words, what is total 

number of words written by Aslam and Stacey.

10176 11175 146 135

One super store sold 5468 kg of wheat in one day and sold 5478 kg of wheat 

in 2nd day, what is total quantity of wheat sold by super store in two days.

A gas with volume of 1239 cubic meter is mixed with gas with volume of  

1563 cubic meter, what is total volume of gas obtained after mixing.

Addition 72a Addition 72b

One company has 3422 cars , company buy 6754 cars. What is total number 

of cars campany have?

On Saturday 79 cars participated in race and on Sunday 67 cars participated 

in race, what are total number  of cars participated in race?



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B
2 1 15518 14516

9755 9653 18853 17851

One bike coverd distance of 85 km in one hour, same bike coverd distance of 

89 km in one hour, what is total time taken by bike to cover these distances.

One political party got 7865 votes from one polling station and 7653 from 

another polling station,what is total number of votes cast in favour of 

political party?

633329 623327 177417 167415

One company sold 5434 laptop in one month and then sold 4321 laptop in 

another month. What is total numbrer of laptop sold by company in two 

months?

There are 8978 tigers are present in one forest and 9875 tigers are present in 

another forest, what is total number of tigers in both forest?

10947 11945 2803 2701

One city recived 567897 mobile calls in one month and another city received 

65432 calls in same month, what is total number of calls received by both 

cities?

Aslam wrote 89767 words while stacey wrote 87650 words, what is total 

number of words written by Aslam and Stacey.

10177 11175 147 135

One super store sold 5469 kg of wheat in one day and sold 5478 kg of wheat 

in 2nd day, what is total quantity of wheat sold by super store in two days.

A gas with volume of 1240 cubic meter is mixed with gas with volume of  

1563 cubic meter, what is total volume of gas obtained after mixing.

Addition 73a Addition 73b

One company has 3423 cars , company buy 6754 cars. What is total number 

of cars campany have?

On Saturday 80 cars participated in race and on Sunday 67 cars participated 

in race, what are total number  of cars participated in race?



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B
2 1 15519 14516

9756 9653 18854 17851

One bike coverd distance of 85 km in one hour, same bike coverd distance of 

89 km in one hour, what is total time taken by bike to cover these distances.

One political party got 7866 votes from one polling station and 7653 from 

another polling station,what is total number of votes cast in favour of 

political party?

633330 623327 177418 167415

One company sold 5435 laptop in one month and then sold 4321 laptop in 

another month. What is total numbrer of laptop sold by company in two 

months?

There are 8979 tigers are present in one forest and 9875 tigers are present in 

another forest, what is total number of tigers in both forest?

10948 11945 2804 2701

One city recived 567898 mobile calls in one month and another city received 

65432 calls in same month, what is total number of calls received by both 

cities?

Aslam wrote 89768 words while stacey wrote 87650 words, what is total 

number of words written by Aslam and Stacey.

10178 11175 148 135

One super store sold 5470 kg of wheat in one day and sold 5478 kg of wheat 

in 2nd day, what is total quantity of wheat sold by super store in two days.

A gas with volume of 1241 cubic meter is mixed with gas with volume of  

1563 cubic meter, what is total volume of gas obtained after mixing.

Addition 74a Addition 74b

One company has 3424 cars , company buy 6754 cars. What is total number 

of cars campany have?

On Saturday 81 cars participated in race and on Sunday 67 cars participated 

in race, what are total number  of cars participated in race?



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B
2 1 15520 14516

9757 9653 18855 17851

One bike coverd distance of 85 km in one hour, same bike coverd distance of 

89 km in one hour, what is total time taken by bike to cover these distances.

One political party got 7867 votes from one polling station and 7653 from 

another polling station,what is total number of votes cast in favour of 

political party?

633331 623327 177419 167415

One company sold 5436 laptop in one month and then sold 4321 laptop in 

another month. What is total numbrer of laptop sold by company in two 

months?

There are 8980 tigers are present in one forest and 9875 tigers are present in 

another forest, what is total number of tigers in both forest?

10949 11945 2805 2701

One city recived 567899 mobile calls in one month and another city received 

65432 calls in same month, what is total number of calls received by both 

cities?

Aslam wrote 89769 words while stacey wrote 87650 words, what is total 

number of words written by Aslam and Stacey.

10179 11175 149 135

One super store sold 5471 kg of wheat in one day and sold 5478 kg of wheat 

in 2nd day, what is total quantity of wheat sold by super store in two days.

A gas with volume of 1242 cubic meter is mixed with gas with volume of  

1563 cubic meter, what is total volume of gas obtained after mixing.

Addition 75a Addition 75b

One company has 3425 cars , company buy 6754 cars. What is total number 

of cars campany have?

On Saturday 82 cars participated in race and on Sunday 67 cars participated 

in race, what are total number  of cars participated in race?



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B
2 1 15521 14516

9758 9653 18856 17851

One bike coverd distance of 85 km in one hour, same bike coverd distance of 

89 km in one hour, what is total time taken by bike to cover these distances.

One political party got 7868 votes from one polling station and 7653 from 

another polling station,what is total number of votes cast in favour of 

political party?

633332 623327 177420 167415

One company sold 5437 laptop in one month and then sold 4321 laptop in 

another month. What is total numbrer of laptop sold by company in two 

months?

There are 8981 tigers are present in one forest and 9875 tigers are present in 

another forest, what is total number of tigers in both forest?

10950 11945 2806 2701

One city recived 567900 mobile calls in one month and another city received 

65432 calls in same month, what is total number of calls received by both 

cities?

Aslam wrote 89770 words while stacey wrote 87650 words, what is total 

number of words written by Aslam and Stacey.

10180 11175 150 135

One super store sold 5472 kg of wheat in one day and sold 5478 kg of wheat 

in 2nd day, what is total quantity of wheat sold by super store in two days.

A gas with volume of 1243 cubic meter is mixed with gas with volume of  

1563 cubic meter, what is total volume of gas obtained after mixing.

Addition 76a Addition 76b

One company has 3426 cars , company buy 6754 cars. What is total number 

of cars campany have?

On Saturday 83 cars participated in race and on Sunday 67 cars participated 

in race, what are total number  of cars participated in race?



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B
2 1 15522 14516

9759 9653 18857 17851

One bike coverd distance of 86 km in one hour, same bike coverd distance of 

89 km in one hour, what is total time taken by bike to cover these distances.

One political party got 7869 votes from one polling station and 7653 from 

another polling station,what is total number of votes cast in favour of 

political party?

633333 623327 177421 167415

One company sold 5438 laptop in one month and then sold 4321 laptop in 

another month. What is total numbrer of laptop sold by company in two 

months?

There are 8982 tigers are present in one forest and 9875 tigers are present in 

another forest, what is total number of tigers in both forest?

10951 11945 2807 2701

One city recived 567901 mobile calls in one month and another city received 

65432 calls in same month, what is total number of calls received by both 

cities?

Aslam wrote 89771 words while stacey wrote 87650 words, what is total 

number of words written by Aslam and Stacey.

10181 11175 151 135

One super store sold 5473 kg of wheat in one day and sold 5478 kg of wheat 

in 2nd day, what is total quantity of wheat sold by super store in two days.

A gas with volume of 1244 cubic meter is mixed with gas with volume of  

1563 cubic meter, what is total volume of gas obtained after mixing.

Addition 77a Addition 77b

One company has 3427 cars , company buy 6754 cars. What is total number 

of cars campany have?

On Saturday 84 cars participated in race and on Sunday 67 cars participated 

in race, what are total number  of cars participated in race?



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B
2 1 15523 14516

9760 9653 18858 17851

One bike coverd distance of 86 km in one hour, same bike coverd distance of 

89 km in one hour, what is total time taken by bike to cover these distances.

One political party got 7870 votes from one polling station and 7653 from 

another polling station,what is total number of votes cast in favour of 

political party?

633334 623327 177422 167415

One company sold 5439 laptop in one month and then sold 4321 laptop in 

another month. What is total numbrer of laptop sold by company in two 

months?

There are 8983 tigers are present in one forest and 9875 tigers are present in 

another forest, what is total number of tigers in both forest?

10952 11945 2808 2701

One city recived 567902 mobile calls in one month and another city received 

65432 calls in same month, what is total number of calls received by both 

cities?

Aslam wrote 89772 words while stacey wrote 87650 words, what is total 

number of words written by Aslam and Stacey.

10182 11175 152 135

One super store sold 5474 kg of wheat in one day and sold 5478 kg of wheat 

in 2nd day, what is total quantity of wheat sold by super store in two days.

A gas with volume of 1245 cubic meter is mixed with gas with volume of  

1563 cubic meter, what is total volume of gas obtained after mixing.

Addition 78a Addition 78b

One company has 3428 cars , company buy 6754 cars. What is total number 

of cars campany have?

On Saturday 85 cars participated in race and on Sunday 67 cars participated 

in race, what are total number  of cars participated in race?



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B
2 1 15524 14516

9761 9653 18859 17851

One bike coverd distance of 86 km in one hour, same bike coverd distance of 

89 km in one hour, what is total time taken by bike to cover these distances.

One political party got 7871 votes from one polling station and 7653 from 

another polling station,what is total number of votes cast in favour of 

political party?

633335 623327 177423 167415

One company sold 5440 laptop in one month and then sold 4321 laptop in 

another month. What is total numbrer of laptop sold by company in two 

months?

There are 8984 tigers are present in one forest and 9875 tigers are present in 

another forest, what is total number of tigers in both forest?

10953 11945 2809 2701

One city recived 567903 mobile calls in one month and another city received 

65432 calls in same month, what is total number of calls received by both 

cities?

Aslam wrote 89773 words while stacey wrote 87650 words, what is total 

number of words written by Aslam and Stacey.

10183 11175 153 135

One super store sold 5475 kg of wheat in one day and sold 5478 kg of wheat 

in 2nd day, what is total quantity of wheat sold by super store in two days.

A gas with volume of 1246 cubic meter is mixed with gas with volume of  

1563 cubic meter, what is total volume of gas obtained after mixing.

Addition 79a Addition 79b

One company has 3429 cars , company buy 6754 cars. What is total number 

of cars campany have?

On Saturday 86 cars participated in race and on Sunday 67 cars participated 

in race, what are total number  of cars participated in race?



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B
2 1 15525 14516

9762 9653 18860 17851

One bike coverd distance of 86 km in one hour, same bike coverd distance of 

89 km in one hour, what is total time taken by bike to cover these distances.

One political party got 7872 votes from one polling station and 7653 from 

another polling station,what is total number of votes cast in favour of 

political party?

633336 623327 177424 167415

One company sold 5441 laptop in one month and then sold 4321 laptop in 

another month. What is total numbrer of laptop sold by company in two 

months?

There are 8985 tigers are present in one forest and 9875 tigers are present in 

another forest, what is total number of tigers in both forest?

10954 11945 2810 2701

One city recived 567904 mobile calls in one month and another city received 

65432 calls in same month, what is total number of calls received by both 

cities?

Aslam wrote 89774 words while stacey wrote 87650 words, what is total 

number of words written by Aslam and Stacey.

10184 11175 154 135

One super store sold 5476 kg of wheat in one day and sold 5478 kg of wheat 

in 2nd day, what is total quantity of wheat sold by super store in two days.

A gas with volume of 1247 cubic meter is mixed with gas with volume of  

1563 cubic meter, what is total volume of gas obtained after mixing.

Addition 80a Addition 80b

One company has 3430 cars , company buy 6754 cars. What is total number 

of cars campany have?

On Saturday 87 cars participated in race and on Sunday 67 cars participated 

in race, what are total number  of cars participated in race?
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Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B

Addition 81a Addition 81b

One company has 7865 employers, company hired 1256 more employers, 

What is total number of employers now?

At workshop 54 cars are fully repaired and 32 cars are in process of repairing, 

what is total number of cars present in workshop?

9121 9221 86 85

Ali received payment of $1239, 6543 and 1000.What is total payment?
Two bikes cost $ 1320 and $ 1256 respectively, what is total cost of both 

bikes?

8782 8682 2576 2476

Company sold 4310, 1278 and 765 cars to different costomers, what is total 

number of cars sold by company?

One political party suffer expanse of $3276 in one day and $6754 in 2nd day, 

how much expanse suffer by polotical party in 2 days.

6353 6253 10030 11030

One company sold 78 litre, 65 litre and 55 litre of water to three different 

costomers, what is litre of water sold by company to 3 different costomers?

One company pays $4328 in one month for salary of employers and then 

pays $5467 in 2nd month, how much salary is pay by company in 2 month?

198 188 9795 9895

In mathematics test 32 are failed, 15 are passed and 3 did not give the test, 

what is total number of students in mathematics class?

One sales man earn commision of $1234 for 1 month then earn commision 

of $1233 in 2nd month, how much commision earned by sales man in 2 

month?

50 49 2467 2367



StepUp Workbook: Page No: StepUp Workbook: Page No:

Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B
51 49 2468 2367

199 188 9796 9895

In mathematics test 33 are failed, 15 are passed and 3 did not give the test, 

what is total number of students in mathematics class?

One sales man earn commision of $1235 for 1 month then earn commision 

of $1233 in 2nd month, how much commision earned by sales man in 2 

month?

6354 6253 10031 11030

One company sold 79 litre, 65 litre and 55 litre of water to three different 

costomers, what is litre of water sold by company to 3 different costomers?

One company pays $4329 in one month for salary of employers and then 

pays $5467 in 2nd month, how much salary is pay by company in 2 month?

8783 8682 2577 2476

Company sold 4311, 1278 and 765 cars to different costomers, what is total 

number of cars sold by company?

One political party suffer expanse of $3277 in one day and $6754 in 2nd day, 

how much expanse suffer by polotical party in 2 days.

9122 9221 87 85

Ali received payment of $1240, 6543 and 1000.What is total payment?
Two bikes cost $ 1321 and $ 1256 respectively, what is total cost of both 

bikes?

Addition 82a Addition 82b

One company has 7866 employers, company hired 1256 more employers, 

What is total number of employers now?

At workshop 55 cars are fully repaired and 32 cars are in process of repairing, 

what is total number of cars present in workshop?
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Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B
52 49 2469 2367

200 188 9797 9895

In mathematics test 34 are failed, 15 are passed and 3 did not give the test, 

what is total number of students in mathematics class?

One sales man earn commision of $1236 for 1 month then earn commision 

of $1233 in 2nd month, how much commision earned by sales man in 2 

month?

6355 6253 10032 11030

One company sold 80 litre, 65 litre and 55 litre of water to three different 

costomers, what is litre of water sold by company to 3 different costomers?

One company pays $4330 in one month for salary of employers and then 

pays $5467 in 2nd month, how much salary is pay by company in 2 month?

8784 8682 2578 2476

Company sold 4312, 1278 and 765 cars to different costomers, what is total 

number of cars sold by company?

One political party suffer expanse of $3278 in one day and $6754 in 2nd day, 

how much expanse suffer by polotical party in 2 days.

9123 9221 88 85

Ali received payment of $1241, 6543 and 1000.What is total payment?
Two bikes cost $ 1322 and $ 1256 respectively, what is total cost of both 

bikes?

Addition 83a Addition 83b

One company has 7867 employers, company hired 1256 more employers, 

What is total number of employers now?

At workshop 56 cars are fully repaired and 32 cars are in process of repairing, 

what is total number of cars present in workshop?
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Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B
53 49 2470 2367

201 188 9798 9895

In mathematics test 35 are failed, 15 are passed and 3 did not give the test, 

what is total number of students in mathematics class?

One sales man earn commision of $1237 for 1 month then earn commision 

of $1233 in 2nd month, how much commision earned by sales man in 2 

month?

6356 6253 10033 11030

One company sold 81 litre, 65 litre and 55 litre of water to three different 

costomers, what is litre of water sold by company to 3 different costomers?

One company pays $4331 in one month for salary of employers and then 

pays $5467 in 2nd month, how much salary is pay by company in 2 month?

8785 8682 2579 2476

Company sold 4313, 1278 and 765 cars to different costomers, what is total 

number of cars sold by company?

One political party suffer expanse of $3279 in one day and $6754 in 2nd day, 

how much expanse suffer by polotical party in 2 days.

9124 9221 89 85

Ali received payment of $1242, 6543 and 1000.What is total payment?
Two bikes cost $ 1323 and $ 1256 respectively, what is total cost of both 

bikes?

Addition 84a Addition 84b

One company has 7868 employers, company hired 1256 more employers, 

What is total number of employers now?

At workshop 57 cars are fully repaired and 32 cars are in process of repairing, 

what is total number of cars present in workshop?
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Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B
54 49 2471 2367

202 188 9799 9895

In mathematics test 36 are failed, 15 are passed and 3 did not give the test, 

what is total number of students in mathematics class?

One sales man earn commision of $1238 for 1 month then earn commision 

of $1233 in 2nd month, how much commision earned by sales man in 2 

month?

6357 6253 10034 11030

One company sold 82 litre, 65 litre and 55 litre of water to three different 

costomers, what is litre of water sold by company to 3 different costomers?

One company pays $4332 in one month for salary of employers and then 

pays $5467 in 2nd month, how much salary is pay by company in 2 month?

8786 8682 2580 2476

Company sold 4314, 1278 and 765 cars to different costomers, what is total 

number of cars sold by company?

One political party suffer expanse of $3280 in one day and $6754 in 2nd day, 

how much expanse suffer by polotical party in 2 days.

9125 9221 90 85

Ali received payment of $1243, 6543 and 1000.What is total payment?
Two bikes cost $ 1324 and $ 1256 respectively, what is total cost of both 

bikes?

Addition 85a Addition 85b

One company has 7869 employers, company hired 1256 more employers, 

What is total number of employers now?

At workshop 58 cars are fully repaired and 32 cars are in process of repairing, 

what is total number of cars present in workshop?
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Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B
55 49 2472 2367

203 188 9800 9895

In mathematics test 37 are failed, 15 are passed and 3 did not give the test, 

what is total number of students in mathematics class?

One sales man earn commision of $1239 for 1 month then earn commision 

of $1233 in 2nd month, how much commision earned by sales man in 2 

month?

6358 6253 10035 11030

One company sold 83 litre, 65 litre and 55 litre of water to three different 

costomers, what is litre of water sold by company to 3 different costomers?

One company pays $4333 in one month for salary of employers and then 

pays $5467 in 2nd month, how much salary is pay by company in 2 month?

8787 8682 2581 2476

Company sold 4315, 1278 and 765 cars to different costomers, what is total 

number of cars sold by company?

One political party suffer expanse of $3281 in one day and $6754 in 2nd day, 

how much expanse suffer by polotical party in 2 days.

9126 9221 91 85

Ali received payment of $1244, 6543 and 1000.What is total payment?
Two bikes cost $ 1325 and $ 1256 respectively, what is total cost of both 

bikes?

Addition 86a Addition 86b

One company has 7870 employers, company hired 1256 more employers, 

What is total number of employers now?

At workshop 59 cars are fully repaired and 32 cars are in process of repairing, 

what is total number of cars present in workshop?
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Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B
56 49 2473 2367

204 188 9801 9895

In mathematics test 38 are failed, 15 are passed and 3 did not give the test, 

what is total number of students in mathematics class?

One sales man earn commision of $1240 for 1 month then earn commision 

of $1233 in 2nd month, how much commision earned by sales man in 2 

month?

6359 6253 10036 11030

One company sold 84 litre, 65 litre and 55 litre of water to three different 

costomers, what is litre of water sold by company to 3 different costomers?

One company pays $4334 in one month for salary of employers and then 

pays $5467 in 2nd month, how much salary is pay by company in 2 month?

8788 8682 2582 2476

Company sold 4316, 1278 and 765 cars to different costomers, what is total 

number of cars sold by company?

One political party suffer expanse of $3282 in one day and $6754 in 2nd day, 

how much expanse suffer by polotical party in 2 days.

9127 9221 92 85

Ali received payment of $1245, 6543 and 1000.What is total payment?
Two bikes cost $ 1326 and $ 1256 respectively, what is total cost of both 

bikes?

Addition 87a Addition 87b

One company has 7871 employers, company hired 1256 more employers, 

What is total number of employers now?

At workshop 60 cars are fully repaired and 32 cars are in process of repairing, 

what is total number of cars present in workshop?
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Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...……………………. Name:……..…...………...………Date:…………….….....Time:………...…... Score:……...…Instructor………...…………………….

1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B
58 49 2475 2367

206 188 9803 9895

In mathematics test 40 are failed, 15 are passed and 3 did not give the test, 

what is total number of students in mathematics class?

One sales man earn commision of $1242 for 1 month then earn commision 

of $1233 in 2nd month, how much commision earned by sales man in 2 

month?

6361 6253 10038 11030

One company sold 86 litre, 65 litre and 55 litre of water to three different 

costomers, what is litre of water sold by company to 3 different costomers?

One company pays $4336 in one month for salary of employers and then 

pays $5467 in 2nd month, how much salary is pay by company in 2 month?

8790 8682 2584 2476

Company sold 4318, 1278 and 765 cars to different costomers, what is total 

number of cars sold by company?

One political party suffer expanse of $3284 in one day and $6754 in 2nd day, 

how much expanse suffer by polotical party in 2 days.

9129 9221 94 85

Ali received payment of $1247, 6543 and 1000.What is total payment?
Two bikes cost $ 1328 and $ 1256 respectively, what is total cost of both 

bikes?

Addition 89a Addition 89b

One company has 7873 employers, company hired 1256 more employers, 

What is total number of employers now?

At workshop 62 cars are fully repaired and 32 cars are in process of repairing, 

what is total number of cars present in workshop?
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1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B
59 49 2476 2367

207 188 9804 9895

In mathematics test 41 are failed, 15 are passed and 3 did not give the test, 

what is total number of students in mathematics class?

One sales man earn commision of $1243 for 1 month then earn commision 

of $1233 in 2nd month, how much commision earned by sales man in 2 

month?

6362 6253 10039 11030

One company sold 87 litre, 65 litre and 55 litre of water to three different 

costomers, what is litre of water sold by company to 3 different costomers?

One company pays $4337 in one month for salary of employers and then 

pays $5467 in 2nd month, how much salary is pay by company in 2 month?

8791 8682 2585 2476

Company sold 4319, 1278 and 765 cars to different costomers, what is total 

number of cars sold by company?

One political party suffer expanse of $3285 in one day and $6754 in 2nd day, 

how much expanse suffer by polotical party in 2 days.

9130 9221 95 85

Ali received payment of $1248, 6543 and 1000.What is total payment?
Two bikes cost $ 1329 and $ 1256 respectively, what is total cost of both 

bikes?

Addition 90a Addition 90b

One company has 7874 employers, company hired 1256 more employers, 

What is total number of employers now?

At workshop 63 cars are fully repaired and 32 cars are in process of repairing, 

what is total number of cars present in workshop?
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1. 1.

A B A B

2. 2.

A B A B

3. 3.

A B A B

.

4. 4.

A B A B

5. 5.

A B A B
4505 4405 15305 2367

16 51 11330 12321

Johns got profit from one business equal to $3216 and got profit of $1289 

from another business, what is total profit from two businesses?

One home has area of 7654 cubic feet and another home has area of 7651 

cubic feet, what is total area of both homes ?

7600 7500 34 33

Stacey took sleep of 9 hours in one day and 7 hours in 2nd, what is total 

hours of sleep in 2 days?

One property dealer sold one home at price of $5643 and sold another home 

at price of $5687, what is total price received by property dealer by saling of 

both homes?

7330 7230 8661 2476

One burger company earned $4387 in one week and then earned $3213 in 

2nd week, what is total earning of company in 2 weeks?

Girth buy 15 apples from one shop and then buy 19 apples from another 

shop . What is total numbers of apples buy by Girth?

14241 15241 167 157

One pizza company sold 6541 pizzas in one day and 789 pizzas in 2nd day, 

what is total number of pizza sold by company in 2 days?

One shop sold 7896 suits in one week and 765 suits areleft after saling, what 

is total number of suits after saling?

Addition 91a Addition 91b

In one day sales man sold 7698 eggs and in 2nd day another sales man sold 

6543 eggs, what is total number of eggs sold by  both sales man in 2 days?

There are 89 trees left after cutting 78 trees. What is number of trees before 

cutting?
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1. 1.
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A B A B
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A B A B
4506 4405 15306 2367

17 51 11331 12321

Johns got profit from one business equal to $3217 and got profit of $1289 

from another business, what is total profit from two businesses?

One home has area of 7655 cubic feet and another home has area of 7651 

cubic feet, what is total area of both homes ?

7601 7500 35 33

Stacey took sleep of 10 hours in one day and 7 hours in 2nd, what is total 

hours of sleep in 2 days?

One property dealer sold one home at price of $5644 and sold another home 

at price of $5687, what is total price received by property dealer by saling of 

both homes?

7331 7230 8662 2476

One burger company earned $4388 in one week and then earned $3213 in 

2nd week, what is total earning of company in 2 weeks?

Girth buy 16 apples from one shop and then buy 19 apples from another 

shop . What is total numbers of apples buy by Girth?

14242 15241 168 157

One pizza company sold 6542 pizzas in one day and 789 pizzas in 2nd day, 

what is total number of pizza sold by company in 2 days?

One shop sold 7897 suits in one week and 765 suits areleft after saling, what 

is total number of suits after saling?

Addition 92a Addition 92b

In one day sales man sold 7699 eggs and in 2nd day another sales man sold 

6543 eggs, what is total number of eggs sold by  both sales man in 2 days?

There are 90 trees left after cutting 78 trees. What is number of trees before 

cutting?
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A B A B
4507 4405 15307 2367
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Johns got profit from one business equal to $3218 and got profit of $1289 

from another business, what is total profit from two businesses?

One home has area of 7656 cubic feet and another home has area of 7651 

cubic feet, what is total area of both homes ?

7602 7500 36 33

Stacey took sleep of 11 hours in one day and 7 hours in 2nd, what is total 

hours of sleep in 2 days?

One property dealer sold one home at price of $5645 and sold another home 

at price of $5687, what is total price received by property dealer by saling of 

both homes?

7332 7230 8663 2476

One burger company earned $4389 in one week and then earned $3213 in 

2nd week, what is total earning of company in 2 weeks?

Girth buy 17 apples from one shop and then buy 19 apples from another 

shop . What is total numbers of apples buy by Girth?

14243 15241 169 157

One pizza company sold 6543 pizzas in one day and 789 pizzas in 2nd day, 

what is total number of pizza sold by company in 2 days?

One shop sold 7898 suits in one week and 765 suits areleft after saling, what 

is total number of suits after saling?

Addition 93a Addition 93b

In one day sales man sold 7700 eggs and in 2nd day another sales man sold 

6543 eggs, what is total number of eggs sold by  both sales man in 2 days?

There are 91 trees left after cutting 78 trees. What is number of trees before 

cutting?
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1. 1.
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A B A B
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A B A B
4508 4405 15308 2367

19 51 11333 12321

Johns got profit from one business equal to $3219 and got profit of $1289 

from another business, what is total profit from two businesses?

One home has area of 7657 cubic feet and another home has area of 7651 

cubic feet, what is total area of both homes ?

7603 7500 37 33

Stacey took sleep of 12 hours in one day and 7 hours in 2nd, what is total 

hours of sleep in 2 days?

One property dealer sold one home at price of $5646 and sold another home 

at price of $5687, what is total price received by property dealer by saling of 

both homes?

7333 7230 8664 8564

One burger company earned $4390 in one week and then earned $3213 in 

2nd week, what is total earning of company in 2 weeks?

Girth buy 18 apples from one shop and then buy 19 apples from another 

shop . What is total numbers of apples buy by Girth?

14244 15241 170 157

One pizza company sold 6544 pizzas in one day and 789 pizzas in 2nd day, 

what is total number of pizza sold by company in 2 days?

One shop sold 7899 suits in one week and 765 suits areleft after saling, what 

is total number of suits after saling?

Addition 94a Addition 94b

In one day sales man sold 7701 eggs and in 2nd day another sales man sold 

6543 eggs, what is total number of eggs sold by  both sales man in 2 days?

There are 92 trees left after cutting 78 trees. What is number of trees before 

cutting?
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1. 1.
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4509 4405 15309 2367

20 51 11334 12321

Johns got profit from one business equal to $3220 and got profit of $1289 

from another business, what is total profit from two businesses?

One home has area of 7658 cubic feet and another home has area of 7651 

cubic feet, what is total area of both homes ?

7604 7500 38 33

Stacey took sleep of 13 hours in one day and 7 hours in 2nd, what is total 

hours of sleep in 2 days?

One property dealer sold one home at price of $5647 and sold another home 

at price of $5687, what is total price received by property dealer by saling of 

both homes?

7334 7230 8665 8564

One burger company earned $4391 in one week and then earned $3213 in 

2nd week, what is total earning of company in 2 weeks?

Girth buy 19 apples from one shop and then buy 19 apples from another 

shop . What is total numbers of apples buy by Girth?

14245 15241 171 157

One pizza company sold 6545 pizzas in one day and 789 pizzas in 2nd day, 

what is total number of pizza sold by company in 2 days?

One shop sold 7900 suits in one week and 765 suits areleft after saling, what 

is total number of suits after saling?

Addition 95a Addition 95b

In one day sales man sold 7702 eggs and in 2nd day another sales man sold 

6543 eggs, what is total number of eggs sold by  both sales man in 2 days?

There are 93 trees left after cutting 78 trees. What is number of trees before 

cutting?
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A B A B
4510 4405 15310 2367

21 51 11335 12321

Johns got profit from one business equal to $3221 and got profit of $1289 

from another business, what is total profit from two businesses?

One home has area of 7659 cubic feet and another home has area of 7651 

cubic feet, what is total area of both homes ?

7605 7500 39 33

Stacey took sleep of 14 hours in one day and 7 hours in 2nd, what is total 

hours of sleep in 2 days?

One property dealer sold one home at price of $5648 and sold another home 

at price of $5687, what is total price received by property dealer by saling of 

both homes?

7335 7230 8666 8564

One burger company earned $4392 in one week and then earned $3213 in 

2nd week, what is total earning of company in 2 weeks?

Girth buy 20 apples from one shop and then buy 19 apples from another 

shop . What is total numbers of apples buy by Girth?

14246 15241 172 157

One pizza company sold 6546 pizzas in one day and 789 pizzas in 2nd day, 

what is total number of pizza sold by company in 2 days?

One shop sold 7901 suits in one week and 765 suits areleft after saling, what 

is total number of suits after saling?

Addition 96a Addition 96b

In one day sales man sold 7703 eggs and in 2nd day another sales man sold 

6543 eggs, what is total number of eggs sold by  both sales man in 2 days?

There are 94 trees left after cutting 78 trees. What is number of trees before 

cutting?
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Johns got profit from one business equal to $3222 and got profit of $1289 

from another business, what is total profit from two businesses?

One home has area of 7660 cubic feet and another home has area of 7651 

cubic feet, what is total area of both homes ?

7606 7500 40 33

Stacey took sleep of 15 hours in one day and 7 hours in 2nd, what is total 

hours of sleep in 2 days?

One property dealer sold one home at price of $5649 and sold another home 

at price of $5687, what is total price received by property dealer by saling of 

both homes?

7336 7230 8667 8564

One burger company earned $4393 in one week and then earned $3213 in 

2nd week, what is total earning of company in 2 weeks?

Girth buy 21 apples from one shop and then buy 19 apples from another 

shop . What is total numbers of apples buy by Girth?

14247 15241 173 157

One pizza company sold 6547 pizzas in one day and 789 pizzas in 2nd day, 

what is total number of pizza sold by company in 2 days?

One shop sold 7902 suits in one week and 765 suits areleft after saling, what 

is total number of suits after saling?

Addition 97a Addition 97b

In one day sales man sold 7704 eggs and in 2nd day another sales man sold 

6543 eggs, what is total number of eggs sold by  both sales man in 2 days?

There are 95 trees left after cutting 78 trees. What is number of trees before 

cutting?
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Johns got profit from one business equal to $3223 and got profit of $1289 

from another business, what is total profit from two businesses?

One home has area of 7661 cubic feet and another home has area of 7651 

cubic feet, what is total area of both homes ?

7607 7500 41 33

Stacey took sleep of 16 hours in one day and 7 hours in 2nd, what is total 

hours of sleep in 2 days?

One property dealer sold one home at price of $5650 and sold another home 

at price of $5687, what is total price received by property dealer by saling of 

both homes?

7337 7230 8668 8564

One burger company earned $4394 in one week and then earned $3213 in 

2nd week, what is total earning of company in 2 weeks?

Girth buy 22 apples from one shop and then buy 19 apples from another 

shop . What is total numbers of apples buy by Girth?

14248 15241 174 157

One pizza company sold 6548 pizzas in one day and 789 pizzas in 2nd day, 

what is total number of pizza sold by company in 2 days?

One shop sold 7903 suits in one week and 765 suits areleft after saling, what 

is total number of suits after saling?

Addition 98a Addition 98b

In one day sales man sold 7705 eggs and in 2nd day another sales man sold 

6543 eggs, what is total number of eggs sold by  both sales man in 2 days?

There are 96 trees left after cutting 78 trees. What is number of trees before 

cutting?
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Johns got profit from one business equal to $3224 and got profit of $1289 

from another business, what is total profit from two businesses?

One home has area of 7662 cubic feet and another home has area of 7651 

cubic feet, what is total area of both homes ?

7608 7500 42 33

Stacey took sleep of 17 hours in one day and 7 hours in 2nd, what is total 

hours of sleep in 2 days?

One property dealer sold one home at price of $5651 and sold another home 

at price of $5687, what is total price received by property dealer by saling of 

both homes?

7338 7230 8669 8564

One burger company earned $4395 in one week and then earned $3213 in 

2nd week, what is total earning of company in 2 weeks?

Girth buy 23 apples from one shop and then buy 19 apples from another 

shop . What is total numbers of apples buy by Girth?

14249 15241 175 157

One pizza company sold 6549 pizzas in one day and 789 pizzas in 2nd day, 

what is total number of pizza sold by company in 2 days?

One shop sold 7904 suits in one week and 765 suits areleft after saling, what 

is total number of suits after saling?

Addition 99a Addition 99b

In one day sales man sold 7706 eggs and in 2nd day another sales man sold 

6543 eggs, what is total number of eggs sold by  both sales man in 2 days?

There are 97 trees left after cutting 78 trees. What is number of trees before 

cutting?
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Johns got profit from one business equal to $3225 and got profit of $1289 

from another business, what is total profit from two businesses?

One home has area of 7663 cubic feet and another home has area of 7651 

cubic feet, what is total area of both homes ?

7609 7500 43 33

Stacey took sleep of 18 hours in one day and 7 hours in 2nd, what is total 

hours of sleep in 2 days?

One property dealer sold one home at price of $5652 and sold another home 

at price of $5687, what is total price received by property dealer by saling of 

both homes?

7339 7230 8670 8564

One burger company earned $4396 in one week and then earned $3213 in 

2nd week, what is total earning of company in 2 weeks?

Girth buy 24 apples from one shop and then buy 19 apples from another 

shop . What is total numbers of apples buy by Girth?

14250 15241 176 157

One pizza company sold 6550 pizzas in one day and 789 pizzas in 2nd day, 

what is total number of pizza sold by company in 2 days?

One shop sold 7905 suits in one week and 765 suits areleft after saling, what 

is total number of suits after saling?

Addition 100a Addition 100b

In one day sales man sold 7707 eggs and in 2nd day another sales man sold 

6543 eggs, what is total number of eggs sold by  both sales man in 2 days?

There are 98 trees left after cutting 78 trees. What is number of trees before 

cutting?


